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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 This document presents the creation of a detailed 3D numerical model of a 

fiberglass/phenolic hexagonal honeycomb core for studying in-plane and flexural responses. The 

core cell geometry was modeled in detail to be representative of the actual characteristics of the 

honeycomb studied, including the cell wall curvature, double walls, and full adhesive fillet.  

A building block approach (BBA) starting with the cell ribbons was followed to create the 

final multi-cell honeycomb core model using LS-DYNA's finite element package. In addition, 

mesh sensitivity studies were conducted to minimize the computational costs of the final multi-

cell model without compromising the accuracy of the solution. 

Uniaxial in-plane numerical analyses were conducted over a representative volume (RV) 

and a 10×10 cell model to compare to the available experimental data. The simulation results 

capture the non-linear orthotropic behavior of the structure and failure modes seen experimentally. 

Ribbon fracture and debonding of the adhesive were the main causes of failure. 

Flexural numerical simulations of the forming process were conducted by bending a 30×40 

cell core model over a female-male cylindrical tool. Three radii (50, 75, and 100 inches) and two 

orientations of the core with respect to the tooling were investigated to determine the forming 

limits, which were defined based on the failure of the structure. The core fails catastrophically 

when formed over the 50 in. radius tool. Substantial failure exists when using the 75 in. radius 

tool. The 100 in. radius bending simulations do not present any damage during the process. Failure 

occurs due to high shear strains caused by a state of biaxial tension/compression when transitioning 

from anti-clastic bending to cylindrical forming, which coincides with the exponential increase of 

the load needed to bend the core panel. Free edge effects are only substantial along the direction 

perpendicular to the panel’s orientation direction along the symmetry plane. 
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     CHAPTER 1 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 Background 

Honeycomb core sandwich structures are highly preferred for structural applications due to 

their excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio. Superconductivity and high energy storage capabilities are 

some outstanding non-structural properties of honeycomb cores that make them a promising 

material for state-of-the-art applications like long-life batteries [1] and supercapacitors [2]. 

However, honeycomb core materials are especially advantageous for the automotive and aerospace 

industries that are always pursuing lower weight for fuel-saving purposes while maintaining the 

strength and rigidity of the vehicles [3]. The cellular structure of honeycomb cores exceed the 

severe mechanical environment requirements of aerospace operations while maintaining a high-

strength-low-density requirement [4]. 

Honeycombs are cellular solids made of interconnected struts or plates that conform the faces 

of the cellular structure [5]. The cellular structure allows achieving unique combinations of 

properties among which low weight-to-stiffness ratio, energy absorption, and low conductivity 

stand out. The cell-like configuration increases the number of geometric design variables, making 

the mechanical characterization of the configuration more challenging and allowing for more 

flexibility when choosing the design of the cellular shapes. In addition, honeycombs of a certain 

cell geometry can achieve auxetic metamaterial properties through microstructural deformation or 

buckling of the cell walls [6]. Even though cellular structures are an important type of material in 

the engineering industry, throughout the research is far less documented than for other classical 

solid materials like aluminum and glass [5]. 
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The basic arrangement of hexagonal cell honeycomb sandwiches consists of a cellular shaped 

core glued to a face sheet on each side. The in-plane behavior of the sandwich mostly depends on 

the properties of the core structure [7]. Typical hexagonal honeycomb core sheets produced by 

HexCel® [8] are depicted in Figure 1.1. Regular honeycomb cores popular in aerospace are often 

composed of ribbons glued together by adhesive bonding. The ribbons conform to the cell walls' 

pertaining shape, and the adhesive joins adjacent ribbons to form double walls. The cell is the basic 

unit geometry that constructs the core. Its individual mechanical behavior and the interaction with 

the surrounding units determine the global macro-mechanical properties of the bulk honeycomb 

material. Therefore, details of the unit cell geometry ought to be captured in any model that aims 

to reach a good agreement with the experimental results [9].  

 

Figure 1.1. HexWeb ® Honeycomb core sheets of different cell dimensions [8]. 

 

While capturing the appropriate cell size dimensions is critical for properly modeling the 

honeycomb core, cell shape is also significant since homogenized properties depend on the 

direction of non-equiaxed cells[5]. Cellular structures having lack of symmetry in any direction 
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will exhibit anisotropic macro-mechanical behavior. The tendency of cells to be aligned along one 

direction, have walls of unequal thickness, or have cell lengths along one axis longer than the other 

two will disrupt the evenness of the cellular structure and lead to anisotropic behavior [5]. Several 

theoretical studies of the in-plane performance of cellular solids emphasize the anisotropy of 

honeycombs [10] [11] [12]. Asymmetry within the core cell structure, such as double cell walls 

due to gluing two adjacent ribbons together, will result in orthotropic behavior of the core structure 

[13]. 

Precise topological characteristics, such as capturing realistic component connectivity 

using double walls, thus have important effects on the resultant mechanical behavior. While any 

other specific geometric characteristic of the unit cell shape may not influence the core's direction-

dependent response, they could considerably affect the stiffness and the mechanical response. The 

main features to be represented on any accurate geometrical model are the curvature of the cell 

walls, the double walls bonded by the adhesive, and the full fillet of the adhesive bonds/nodes. 

The performance of the overall sandwich structure is highly dependent on the integrity and 

bonding of the components, having a great impact on the sandwich strength [14] [15]. The 

prediction of honeycomb core properties, specifically the in-plane properties, are highly affected 

by the quality and good representation of adhesive fillets between cell walls [16].  

In addition to the cell shape characteristics and the other aforementioned attributes, relative 

density is another parameter that highly influences the resulting properties of the cellular [5] [17]. 

The relative density of cellular solids is defined as the ratio of the density of the foam (𝜌∗) over 

the density of the solid (𝜌𝑠) (cell wall material), and according to Gibson and Ashby [5] this 

quantity is the single most important characteristic of cellular structures. The authors present a 
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simple linear relationship between the relative density of the honeycomb and the ratio of wall 

thickness ‘t’ to cell edge-length ‘l’, as shown in Equation (1.1) where C is a constant.  

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
⁄ =  𝐶 ∙

𝑡

𝑙
                                                      (1.1) 

Relative density comes hand to hand with the cell dimensions and so do the effects those have 

on the mechanical response of the honeycomb. Thickness directly influences the relative density 

parameter, which is important to keep an eye on since most manufacturing processes of composite 

honeycombs can introduce high scatter on the thickness of the specimen as the core is dipped in 

phenolic resin as part of the curing process [18]. 

 Materials 

Metals, thermoplastics, and reinforced thermoset composites are the most common 

materials for honeycomb cores. Paper honeycombs, known for having excellent impact energy 

absorption, work well for cushioning parts that resist external loads in the transportation industry 

[19]. In addition, aerospace vehicles require structurally sound parts, thus metal and composite 

materials are predominant.  

The mechanical properties of metals have been well characterized and are widely 

published. Moreover, the ability of metals to undergo plastic deformations eases the forming of 

metallic ribbons. Although aluminum is a structurally efficient material for honeycomb sandwich 

structures, its use in the aerospace industry for composite airframe applications is limited by its 

susceptibility to galvanic corrosion, long-term moisture exposure, face sheet debonding, and 

degradation of the adhesive bonds [14].  

On the other hand, fiber-reinforced thermoset composites have a more intricate 

microstructural organization that results in complex mechanical behavior. The complexity adds 

both manufacturing and characterization difficulties, but also allows for a more open a-la-carte 
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design. Fiber-reinforced composites have great potential for creating ultralight structures due to 

their higher specific strength and stiffness [8]. Other appealing properties are fatigue and corrosion 

resistance. Fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb cores, also known as HPR [20] are among the most 

popular cores in the aerospace industry due to their outstanding strength and high-temperature 

tolerance, along with being easy to manufacture [21] [22]. Although the excellent structural 

potential of fiber-reinforced composites is bringing increased attention to the material, insufficient 

efforts exist to study and document the new developments of the composite in the honeycomb 

material field [8]. 

 Fabrication of Honeycomb Core 

 There exist several methods of manufacturing honeycomb core depending on the ribbon 

material and desired cell shape. Generally, there are five main ways of manufacturing core 

structures: thermal fusion, diffusion bonding, brazing, resistance welding, and adhesive bonding 

[23] [24]. The most common and one of the most inexpensive manufacturing methods, which is 

especially used for composite honeycombs, is the adhesive bonding [23]. Honeycombs 

manufactured through adhesive bonding follow either expansion or corrugation techniques to 

convert the composite ribbon sheets into honeycomb blocks [24]. Both techniques print the 

adhesive on the flat ribbon sheets and then two different techniques convert the flat sheets into the 

desired honeycomb shape [9]. 

  The corrugation process forms the ribbon sheets into the desired half-shape cell and applies 

adhesive to the sheet nodes. Corrugated sheets are stacked and cured to form the corrugated block 

from which specimens of the desired dimensions are cut. According to the popular honeycomb 

manufacturer HexWeb® [25], corrugation processes are followed for high-density cores (i.e., 

thicker or flexurally stiff ribbons). Figure 1.2 presents a schematic of the corrugation fabrication 
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process followed for a hexagonal honeycomb core. Corrugation process tends to lead to thick node 

adhesive that can contribute to 10% of the honeycomb total weight [9] 

 
Figure 1.2. Schematic of hexagonal honeycomb forming through corrugation process [25]. 

 

 The expansion technique is the most efficient [23], thus the most popular manufacturing 

procedure following adhesive bonding honeycombs [25]. As presented in Figure 1.3, the adhesive 

is printed on the ribbon sheets that are stacked and cured to form a Honeycomb Before Expansion 

(HOBE) block [25]. The HOBE slices, cut from the block and expanded to the desired unit cell 

expanded shape, will finally be trimmed to the desired planar dimensions. The expansion process 

involves curing the expanded sheet by dipping the specimen into phenolic resin [18]. This process 

adds additional variability to the thickness of the cell walls, since the phenolic resin might 

concentrate on certain regions of the core. Honeycombs manufactured through the expansion 

process tend to have thinner node adhesive than honeycombs created by corrugation processes, 

contributing to as little as 1% of the total core weight [9] 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic of hexagonal honeycomb forming through expansion process [25]. 

 

 Forming of Honeycomb Core Sheets 

Honeycomb cores sandwiched between solid thin face sheets (high modulus and strength) 

to form a sandwich structure are very popular in weight-sensitive applications requiring fatigue 

resistance and high stiffness properties, which are very common in aerospace environments [9]. 

Many of these applications use sandwich structures with complex curvatures, for example, aircraft 

skin panels, which are produced by first forming the flat core sheets to the desired curvature using 

elevated temperature processes [13] and subsequently using them in the sandwich fabrication. The 

flexural forming of flat sheets into curved shapes induces large in-plane deformations [21]. Since 

this process is done at elevated temperatures, inelastic creep strains accumulate in the core. These 

inelastic strains contribute to the permanently curved shape of the core after it is cooled down. The 

forming process, being one of the most relevant fabrication procedures for forming composite 

honeycombs, could stress the core structure to the point of inducing failure at the adhesive nodes 

[13].  

Furthermore, the bending loads produce separation of adjacent ribbons on the convex face 

of the core as presented in [26], thus producing debonding of the cell walls by means of adhesive 

failure [26] [21]. The ability to form a given core type (cell geometry, thickness, and cell wall 

material) is done using a time-consuming and expensive trial and error approach. A more 

pragmatic approach would be to model or numerically simulate the process and establish the core 
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forming limits. A full honeycomb core model that captures all properties that derive from specific 

cell geometry characteristics, like non-linear performance and orthotropic behavior due to 

asymmetry, is necessary to study the forming process of honeycombs. 

 
Figure 1.4. Honeycomb core forming process and predominant failure modes due to cell 

deformations on both sides of the core [21] [13]. 

 

This work has undertaken the numerical simulation of honeycomb cores subjected to 

flexural loading similar to the forming process. A 3D model with an explicit description of the cell 

geometry is used to best capture the deformation's mechanics. Such effort requires developing a 

complete 3D model that fully captures all geometrical features of the core, which is very 

computationally expensive. This document details the creation of a full 3D finite element model 

(FEM) using LS-DYNA [27] of a fiberglass/phenolic hexagonal honeycomb core structure, which 

later validates the in-plane loading numerical results of the existent simplified models. This 

research culminates by presenting a flexural loading analysis of the complete honeycomb core 

geometry replicating the forming process.
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CHAPTER 2 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

Honeycomb structures have become one of the most popular alternatives for substituting 

conventional solid materials in the aviation industry due to their excellent high stiffness and low 

weight capabilities. Nevertheless, efforts in the open literature that fully characterize and 

understand the complex mechanical behavior of honeycomb core are insufficient. Currently there 

is no research in the open literature to the author’s knowledge that investigates flexure loading 

using a full honeycomb model without any geometrical simplifications. Creating fully descriptive 

honeycomb models that replicate the complex loading experienced during the forming process 

would help reduce time and money spent on the trial and error process used to establish the 

formability of cores.  

This literature review provides comprehensive documentation of previous work that is 

available in the open literature, which investigates the mechanical characterization efforts 

documented up to date. This literature review aims to collect documentation about honeycomb 

structures that is relevant for understanding all aspects that contribute to their proper mechanical 

characterization. Understanding the micromechanical behavior of the structure is key to develop a 

successful complete model that performs well under complex loading scenarios.  

Hyperelastic mathematical models have been developed to characterize the mechanical 

behavior of honeycomb cores [10] [12] [28] [29]. Materials that are hyperelastic return to their 

original state after deformation under finite strains without dissipating any energy, thus their 

constitutive relationships are non-linear and elastic [30]. Some of the research studied 

homogeneous numerical simulations [31] [14] and unit cell equivalent models [32] [33] [34] to 

then compare these simplified finite element model (FEM) results to the mathematical models and 
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physical experiments. Representations that do not consider the full geometry cannot predict certain 

interactions between core cells and the failure scenarios caused by them. Along with falling short 

on characterizing the honeycomb geometry on its completeness, most of these models only 

investigate in-plane behavior, leaving other complex loading scenarios to be explored. 

The in-plane behavior of honeycomb cores is known for naturally being non-linear and 

anisotropic under large deformations. The elastic nature of the structure depends on the material’s 

elastic characteristics. The geometric features of the representative volume that forms the core 

determine the non-linear and anisotropic nature. For honeycombs that have double cell walls 

resultant from the fabrication process of the structure, the overall behavior will be anisotropic due 

to the lack of symmetry induced by the double walls. The cell walls are also responsible for the 

non-linear behavior as they experience large bending deformations which produce geometrical 

nonlinearity [13]. Proper analysis and detailed characterization of the unit cell are critical to 

develop mathematical and numerical models that accurately capture the macro-mechanical 

effective performance of honeycomb structures under large deformations.  

Most honeycomb applications occur under small deformations since the face sheets that 

regularly sandwich the core restrict the bending. Many researchers have conducted studies to 

characterize honeycomb structures under loadings that produce small deformations. The goal of 

this research is to create a numerical model that characterizes typical honeycomb cores under large 

deformation loading conditions similar to the ones experienced during forming processes.  

The following subchapters compile a comprehensive review of relevant mathematical and 

numerical models found in the open literature that helped to build the foundation for the current 

research. Loading scenarios, geometry characterization and simplification, and results obtained for 

each source were studied to gain understanding of the performance of the available models. 
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 Mathematical Models 

The analytical models available are formulated based on the representative volume (RV) 

of the honeycomb specimen being studied. The amount of detail involved in the micromechanical 

characterization of such RV will determine the accuracy of the model when looking at the 

predicted effective properties of the overall structure. Since most honeycomb applications occur 

under small deformations, many researches have focused their efforts on characterizing only the 

linear behavior of honeycomb for which less sophisticated formulations are valid. Most of the 

available linear models use simple force and moment equilibrium of the RV to derive the 

constitutive relationships [5] [32] [35] [36]. Some linear models use energy-based approaches [37] 

[29] to derive such formulas even though energy methods are more commonly used on research 

that investigates the non-linear behavior of cores [10] [13]. Energy-based and large-deflection 

beam theory methods [12] [28] [33] [38] [39] can predict the non-linear behavior of cellular 

structures, but the added complexity, especially for the second ones, makes them less popular 

considering large deformation applications have not been a prevalent research path for these 

structures. 

Models that use simple or large-deflection beam theory to derive the constitutive 

relationships can include geometry characteristics such as the double walls, wall curvature, and 

adhesive interface details. Beam theory imposes physical equilibrium of force and moment 

equations of the RV geometry to derive the stress-strain relationships. Analytical models that use 

equilibrium can account for geometry characteristics of the unit cell and produce constitutive 

results that can be compared directly with experimental and numerical stress-strain data. On the 

other hand, mathematical models based on energy methods are merely material models that 

develop equivalent constitutive relationships for the homogeneous properties of the structure. 
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2.1.1. Linear models based on simple beam theory 

Gibson and Ashby [5] are considered the pioneers of analytical characterization of cellular 

structures. They became aware that these promising structures were lacking investigation and 

dedicated many efforts to describe the general mechanical properties and the elastic and plastic 

behavior of 2D (honeycombs) and 3D (foams) cellular solids. They have thoroughly studied the 

structure, materials, mechanics, and some special properties that characterize cellular solids and 

proposed simplified mathematical models that match the experimental data they conducted [5]. 

Elastic and plastic models agree with the experimental results, for which cell geometry variations 

were tracked to determine their effect on the mechanical properties [35]. Neither adhesives or 

double walls were captured on their broad research on cellular solids, leading to simple but strong 

and reliable mathematical models. These models were formulated based on force and bending 

equations of the unit cell walls and imposing equilibrium to obtain all necessary moduli to 

characterize the honeycomb [35]. Gibson and Ashby were able to predict in-plane linear elastic 

properties, elastic buckling loads, plastic collapse loads, brittle failure, viscoelastic deformation, 

creep (permanent time-dependent deformations), and densification of regular hexagonal 

honeycombs applicable to a wide range of ribbon materials [5]. The aforementioned responses 

were also predicted under biaxial loading. They also researched out-of-plane properties, using 

basic analytical models and comparison to experimental data, to understand the linear elastic 

deformation, non-linear elasticity and elastic buckling, plastic collapse, and brittle failure under 

crushing conditions. The effects on strength and failure patterns by defects in the micro-structure 

of cellular solids, such as missing cell walls and complete cells, were also addressed [5]. 

Gibson and Ashby’s efforts were later used by several researchers to create analytical 

models that capture the effects of finer geometrical aspects and variations. Their efforts were not 
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limited to the honeycomb characterization and the robustness of their models made them suitable 

to be the baseline for studying non-periodic cellular solids as well. Harders et al. [40] used the 

equations derived by Gibson and Ashby for regular honeycombs to create an analytical model for 

evaluating the effect of cell wall shape and density of 2D foams.  

Many researchers, following Gibson and Ashby’s work [5], have put together numerical 

models based on equilibrium conditions to describe the linear elastic behavior of periodic cellular 

solids such as the one analyzed in this document. Janus-Michalska [36] proposes an anisotropic 

mathematical micromechanical model based on force-displacement formulations for the beams 

constituting the unit cell volume. The analytical model considers similar nodal displacements in 

tension, bending, and shear loadings to formulate the micromechanical intrinsic relationships that 

predict the macroscopic linear properties of the continuum cellular structure. Several symmetric 

shapes, among which hexagonal cells are included, are described by cell shape and uniform wall 

thickness, therefore the research does not account for double walls, wall curvature, and adhesive 

boundary.  

Several researchers investigated linear analytical models, also formulated based on beam 

theory, which captured some of the unit cell details. Cell wall curvature was captured indirectly 

by Masters and Evans [41] and explicitly by Balawi and Abot [36] while adhesive bonding and 

fillets were ignored. Sorohan et al. proposed a linear analytical model [32] based on equilibrium 

of the unit cell that accounts for all relevant cell geometry details such as double walls, adhesive 

layer thickness and fillet shape, and cell wall curvature radius. 

2.1.2. Non-linear models based on large-deflection beam theory 

Lan and Fu [12] developed a non-linear model using a theoretical computational method 

to calculate the modified non-linear in-plane tensile, compressive and shear properties of several 
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typical honeycomb structures. Such variables were computed purely based on the mechanical and 

geometrical properties of the structure that change as the core experiences strain. Their method, 

based on elastic bending of beams subjected to large deflections and deformations, did not capture 

any details of the cell geometry besides the basic cell shape and dimensions. Several other 

researchers have, in the same manner, developed non-linear stress strain relationships based on 

large-deflection beam theory [42] by forming sets of non-linear differential equations resulting 

from accounting for the significant rotation effects experienced during the bending of the cell walls 

[28] [33] [38] [43] [39]. All these non-linear analytical models, formulated using large-deflection 

beam theory, tend to consider an idealized unit cell geometry not capturing wall curvature or node 

bond adhesive and its fillet region. 

A new analytical model developed by Yang et al. [44] used large-deflection beam theory 

to capture the non-linear behavior induced by large rotation and bending of the cell walls. This 

mathematical model was able to feature all details of the cell geometry such as double walls, wall 

curvature, and adhesive bonding including fillets. All details of the representative volume were 

accounted for when developing the necessary set of coupled complex governing differential 

equations. Numerical methods, with incremental and cumulative steps, were employed to solve 

the complex differential system and reach results for the non-linear uniaxial characteristics of the 

hexagonal composite core studied under in-plane loading. The results agree with the experimental 

and numerical data obtained on the HRP-C fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb core analyzed. 

2.1.3. Linear models based on energy methods 

Some authors investigated energy based models that predict the linear effective in-plane 

properties (tensile, compressive, and shear moduli, and Poisson’s ratio) of hexagonal honeycomb 
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structures [37] [29]. These models based on energy functions serve as material models to predict 

the homogenized properties of the bulk honeycomb core.  

2.1.4. Non-linear models based on energy methods 

The two linear-elastic anisotropic models based on simple beam theory proposed by Janus-

Michalska [45] [37] culminated as a non-linear micromechanical characterization developed using 

energy methods able to capture a more detailed macro-mechanical cellular behavior [10]. The 

author built this latest non-linear model, to predict large deflections in the in-plane macroscopic 

responses, from the constitutive relation between Green’s Lagrangian strain and its conjugate the 

second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors [30]. 

Shahverdi et al. [13] developed a hyperelastic non-linear constitutive model derived from 

the strain energy density function (SEDF) articulated by means of the deformation gradient. The 

SEDF must be independent of rigid body motions, which was satisfied in a similar manner as done 

in [10] by using the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 

tensor to express the SDEF. This hyperelastic, compressible, and anisotropic model predicts the 

properties observed experimentally on a commercial fiberglass/phenolic hexagonal honeycomb 

core (orthotropic, bi-modular, non-linear, and elastic responses). The model is developed under 

uniaxial in-plane loading, but it can also predict in-plane shear results. The hyperelastic material 

model produces satisfactory results when implemented as a homogenized continuum at low strain 

scenarios such as the ones experienced by the core when used in sandwich structural applications. 

Since in-plane and out-of-plane properties are decoupled due to out-of-plane Poisson’s effects 

being negligible under in-plane loading [5], in-plane deformations govern the general behavior of 

the core. Thus the homogenized model proposed by Shahverdi et al. [13] can be employed for 
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simulations experiencing bending (in-plane transverse flexure) as seen during the core forming 

process. 

 Numerical Models 

Numerical simulations of honeycomb cores are conducted by means of discretizing the 

geometry using FEM packages to recreate the loading scenarios and later study the results. The 

numerical methods formulated up to date that aim to characterize the mechanical behavior of 

honeycomb cores are divided into three subcategories: (a) equivalent or homogenized models, 

(b)RV replicas, and (c) multi-cell representations. The first set involves models that represent the 

honeycomb core as a continuum material with assigned effective properties. Models that consider 

symmetry and periodicity of the structure evaluate the mechanical properties over an RV of the 

core. Most commercial FEM software has the ability to discretize fine regions and to define the 

interaction between different components, allowing RV models to capture the cell geometry in 

detail. Multi-cell numerical representations have the same advantages as the RV models, however, 

they tend to be very expensive computationally due to the elevated element count. Multi-cell 

models can capture debonding of node adhesive and complex modes of failure seen on the large 

sheets of honeycomb studied experimentally. The main differences between the three types of 

numerical models explained above are the computational power needed, the definition of the 

geometry, and the ability to capture failure modes. The following subsections compile a 

comprehensive review of some of the numerical models available in the open literature that are 

relevant for the specific topic on this research work. 

2.2.1. Homogeneous numerical models 

Many researchers that developed analytical models later implemented the derived effective 

properties on homogeneous numerical simulations [13] [10] [46]. User-defined material sub-
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routines were created based on the effective constitutive relationships derived from the 

mathematical models. The material subroutines were then implemented onto the FEM software to 

describe the constitutive behavior of the elements of a continuum medium that served as the core. 

For example, the quadrilateral elements, as shown in [13], are an equivalent continuum 

representation of each unit cell of the core to which the material subroutine is applied. Figure 2.2 

presents a flow chart indicating the development process of homogeneous numerical models. 

 

Figure 2.1. Homogenization of a unit cell (left) into an equivalent quadrilateral element of the 

continuum (right) [13] [46]. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Development of homogenous numerical models. 

 

The accuracy of the results obtained by homogeneous numerical models directly depends 

on the amount of detail considered by the analytical model that they are based upon. Mathematical 

models that capture linear behavior of the core led to homogenous linear models, while derived 

non-linear constitutive relationships create non-linear homogenous simulations. Cell geometry 
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features are indirectly addressed on homogenous models only if the stress-strain relationships that 

they are built upon considered such cell details while deriving the analytical characterization. 

2.2.2. Representative volume numerical models 

Most efforts found in the open literature that aim to further characterize the mechanical 

behavior of honeycomb cores use RV simulations [13] [33] [47] analyzed through FEM solvers. 

Simulating the real loading over the actual geometry allows the researcher to recreate the structure 

and the loading scenario more realistically than by replicating the problem analytically through 

equations. FEM analysis allows for a complete detailed characterization of the core by representing 

wall curvature and the adhesive layer directly through the RV geometry. After defining the 

geometry of interest, FEM packages discretize the geometric components and define constitutive 

characteristics and interactions within the different components. 

With the fine detailed characterization comes greater computational cost. The larger the 

element count, the greater the computational power that is needed to perform the analysis. RV 

models reduce the element count by applying symmetry conditions to replicate the periodic 

distribution of honeycomb cores. The structure is represented as an RV instead of modelling the 

whole core. Thus, RV models have been widely used to analyze honeycomb cores numerically 

due to their low computational cost while still being able to characterize the geometry in detail.  

Honeycomb core structures are non-linear in nature due to the large bending deformations 

experienced by the cell walls [13]. The cell walls bend drastically under large deformation 

loadings, inducing geometric non-linearity. All RV models that represent the cell wall geometry 

with decent accuracy, choosing appropriate element size and count, can capture non-linear 

behavior of the structure under large loadings similar to the ones of interest for this research work. 

The accuracy of the non-linear response is determined by proper characterization of the core 
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components by representing the geometry precisely. Most honeycomb core mechanical analyses 

use idealized cores for both mathematical and numerical models [33] [47], producing accurate 

results when comparing the two sets of results. However, in reality, composite honeycomb cores 

cells have curved walls and an adhesive layer that joins adjacent ribbons. Such specifics of the 

geometry ought to be represented on the FEM for the results to be accurate when compared to the 

experimental analysis. Figure 2.3 presents a detailed unit cell structure of a regular hexagonal 

composite honeycomb core along with its idealization.  

 

Figure 2.3. Typical hexagonal unit cell (left) and its idealization (right) [13]. 

 

An idealized core is used to study the effective in-plane properties of honeycomb cores by 

means or modeling a FEM of an eight-segment unit cell [48]. The curvature radius of the cell walls 

as well as the adhesive layer and the adhesive fillet region are captured in both the analytical and 

the RV numerical models proposed in [32] to accurately obtain all in-plain effective properties of 

the commercial hexagonal honeycomb studied. The effect of properly representing the adhesive 

layer is addressed in [9] by comparing the RV’s FEM with different node bond adhesive 

representations, as shown in Figure 2.4. The FEM that led to the most accurate results compared 
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to the experimental values was the one representing the adhesive layer with the full fillet region 

[9]. 

 

Figure 2.4. Different adhesive representations studied by Shahverdi et. al. [9]. 

 

Composite honeycomb cores manufactured either through expansion of corrugation 

processes have adhesive nodes bonding adjacent ribbon sheets. The adhesive bonding forms a fillet 

on the corner nodes that highly contributes to the in-plane mechanical properties of the honeycomb 

sheet under finite loadings. The results presented in [9] show that the presence of the full adhesive 

fillet stiffens the in-plane responses of the core compared to the basic mathematical linear models 

[49] [41] [36]. On top of having a significant impact on the in-plane responses of the core, proper 

characterization of the fillet is also necessary to predict the accurate failure of the node bonds. 

Node bond failure and ribbon fracture are the main causes of core failure under in-plane simple 

loading [26], with adhesive node debonding being predominant under in-plane transverse loading. 

Thus, a complete representation of the adhesive fillet regions is vital for achieving both accurate 

mechanical responses and failure modes. 
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All RV models focus on studying in-plane properties, for which the through-thickness 

dimension is regularly ignored by justifying that out-of-plane Poisson’s effects are negligible. This 

approximation leads to appropriate results only when studying in-plane properties. During the 

forming process, the core structure is subjected to flexure through the thickness direction. The 

through-thickness dimension cannot be neglected when loading the honeycombs in bending 

simulations. The RV models referenced up to this point use symmetry and boundary conditions on 

the through-thickness dimension to neglect the effect of the core thickness. Accurate representation 

of the thickness dimension is demonstrated to affect the in-plane elastic and shear modulus of an 

RV model subjected to in-plane uniaxial and shear tests [50]. At first, periodic boundary conditions 

were imposed on the through-thickness axis, but were later removed to represent the thickness of 

the cellular structure accurately. The quality of the results improved when the thickness dimension 

was captured naturally as compared to the experimental data conducted. 

RV models have the ability to represent all details of the unit cell geometry necessary to 

achieve accurate in-plane simple loading responses, as demonstrated by the research papers 

mentioned above [32] [9]. RV representations apply periodic boundary conditions to simulate the 

symmetric and periodic distribution of the cellular structure. However, shear instability exists 

under in-plane compressive loading due to the tendency of the single cell walls to rotate away from 

the loading direction, which leads to rows of cells collapsing and the consequent softening of the 

compressive response [9]. Such phenomena cannot be captured with an RV model since the 

collapse cannot be captured with just one periodic unit of the core.  

In-plane characterization of honeycomb cores can successfully be achieved through 

numerical models that use an RV with proper geometrical definition and periodic boundary 

conditions to represent the core geometry. However, complex loading scenarios, such as in-plane 
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transverse flexure seen during the forming process of the structure, need of a multi-cell model to 

be simulated numerically. In addition, cell-to-cell interactions could be more intricate than the 

boundary settings defined in the FEM to simulate the periodicity of the structure.  

2.2.3. Multi-cell numerical models 

Investigating a multi-cell model using FEM software, more representative of an actual 

honeycomb core panel, will certainly lead to more realistic results for which cell-to-cell 

interactions would not need to be represented based on imposed non-real boundary conditions. In 

order to produce representative accurate results, the geometry needs to be characterized with a 

substantial amount of detail such that wall curvature and adhesive layers are representative of the 

actual physical structure. Such an amount of detail requires relatively small elements to discretize 

the components of the core, which increases the computational cost of the simulation. For a multi-

cell model, the computational expenses are intrinsically high due to modeling several rows of cells 

as opposed to only one RV. 

A 21×72 cell numerical model studied the energy absorption properties of a regular 

idealized hexagonal honeycomb core through high-speed in-plane crushing analysis on the ribbon 

direction [51]. The milling process is simulated in [52] using a 10×8 cell core specimen of an 

idealized hexagonal Nomex ® honeycomb. The interaction between the cutting tool FEM and the 

multi-cell core was compared to the experimental results and studied for future improvement of 

the process by maximizing the machining surface quality [52]. In-plane compression and 3-point 

bending experimental and numerical analysis were conducted on a hexagonal honeycomb 

sandwich panel to evaluate the corresponding effective properties [53]. Failure of the core was not 

assessed and the cellular structure was idealized. These three research efforts neither captured the 

cell geometry in detail nor investigated loadings similar to the ones of interest in the present work. 
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Most efforts found in the open literature that investigate forming of honeycombs, concern 

sandwich panels and the debonding of the face sheets and the cellular core [54] [55].  

All the multi-cell models found in the open literature used an idealized representation of 

the cellular core. The multi-cell models studied that investigate bending loading scenarios of 

honeycomb core do not focus on the failure limits nor on the kinematic behavior of the cellular 

structure. To this author’s best knowledge, there are no efforts recorded in the open literature that 

aim to characterize the bending mechanical behavior of regular honeycomb cores using a multi-

cell FEM. This research will focus on studying the formability of a regular composite hexagonal 

honeycomb core using a multi-cell numerical model. Kinematics of the cellular structure and 

failure modes that occur during the flexural bending will be investigated to determine forming 

limits. To obtain accurate representative results, the discretization of the core structure will be 

detailed to capture all the cell characteristics such as double walls, wall curvature, and adhesive 

layer with full adhesive fillet. 

2.2.4. Summary of characteristics of the FEM’s studied 

The FEM’s investigated varied in terms of the number of cells used, element count, 

materials used, and details captured during the geometrical discretization. All the above-mentioned 

characteristics are compiled in Table 1 for the RV and multi-cell numerical models investigated in 

sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The most important column in Table 1 is the one compiling the normalized 

value of elements per cell per “mm” thickness. The lower value found in the open literature is 375 

elements per cell per mm [9] [26].  
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Table 1. Compilation of Main Characteristics of the Studied Finite Element Models. 

Reference Cell Count 
Element 

Count 

Through 

Thickness 

Dimension 

(mm) 

Elements per 

Cell per “mm” 

Thickness 

Material 
Double 

Walls 

Wall 

Curvature 

Radius 

Adhesive 

Level of 

Detail 

[33] 2/3 
Not 

Provided 
Elemental Not Provided 

Aluminum 

and polymer 
Yes No No adhesive 

[47] 2 7488  3 elements 3744/t 
Composite 

wood 
No No No adhesive 

[48] 1/8 12800 20 640 

Aluminum 

and 

composite 

No No No adhesive 

[32] 1/8 285216 4 71304 

Aluminum 

with 

adhesive 

Yes Yes 
Adhesive 

but no fillet 

[9] 1/4 952 2.54 375 

Fiberglass 

and 

phenolic 

Yes Yes Full fillet 

[26] 1/4 952 2.54 375 

Fiberglass 

and 

phenolic 

Yes Yes Full fillet 

[50] 1 1904 0.5 3808 
User’s 

choice 
No Yes No adhesive 

[51] 1554  24864 4 12432 Aluminum No No No adhesive 

[52] 80 27003060 60.9 444300 Nomex Yes No No adhesive 

[53] 88 9856 15 657 Aluminum No No No adhesive 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH  

 

 

The present research aims to extend the material characterization and homogenized 

properties of a fiberglass phenolic honeycomb core. The specific composite honeycomb core 

investigated in this research is a Hexcel HRP-3/8-4.5 hexagonal cell fiberglass/phenolic 

honeycomb core specimen [25]. The core investigated is commonly used in the aerospace industry 

due to its high strength, temperature resistance, and ease of manufacturing [20]. The detailed 

geometry of one unit cell of the fiberglass/phenolic core was taken from previous research [9] and 

it is presented in Figure 3.1. 

 
Figure 3.1. Hexagonal unit cell geometry with average dimensions measured from the midline 

[9]. 

 

The material of the ribbon wall of the cell will be validated as well as the in-plane behavior 

of an RV and a multi-cell model of the honeycomb by means of uniaxial tensile and compressive 

numerical simulation tests in both ribbon and transverse directions. The bending behavior of the 

complete geometry will be replicated numerically and forming limits will be studied. This will be 
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done by looking at node bond failures happening during bending simulations of the complete 

honeycomb sheet. 

This work pursues the following objectives: 

• Validating the material behavior of the fiberglass cell wall ribbon. 

• Developing a complete 3D honeycomb core model. 

• Correlating the in-plane uniaxial behavior of the full model created with previous 

simplified unit cell numerical models. 

• Performing an out-of-plane bending numerical analysis of the complete honeycomb 

FEM to investigate forming limits based on failure analysis 

To accomplish the previous objectives, this research work will follow the Building Block 

Approach (BBA) [56], which is a rational and logical approach widely followed in the aerospace 

industry. The numerical models will be compared and validated with published experimental 

results at each microstructural level (i.e. ribbon, unit cell, and bulk core). After evaluating and 

validating the several component-level numerical tests, the final complete 3D model will be built 

based on the previous findings from the BBA process. Figure 3.2 presents a flowchart 

exemplifying the BBA process. 
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Figure 3.2. BBA flowchart followed throughout this thesis work. 

 

LS-DYNA [27] was used to set up the FEM’s and perform the simulation analyses. All 

simulations performed in the present work take place at low speeds but are ultimately dynamic. 

Dynamic problems are preferably solved using explicit analysis. LS-DYNA is one of the most 

popular explicit software available and provides powerful and diverse contact definitions as well 

as other useful capabilities such as thermal and fatigue effects analysis. 

Tradeoff studies will be conducted on the number of elements needed in the FEM to 

achieve representative results versus the computational time that takes the simulation to run. 

Element count has the lower bound constraint of proper discretization that allows the stress 

distribution to be smoothly transferred through the model. Abrupt transferring of stresses comes 

from an insufficient element count, which will derive inaccurate results. However, the finer and 

more elements used the longer the numerical simulations will take to run. An important focus of 

this research work will be to determine the least number of elements needed to achieve valid 

results. Economizing the element count will result in less expensive simulations and faster results. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

4. RIBBON MATERIAL VALIDATION 

 

 

This section discusses the steps followed to develop a finite element model of the fiberglass-

phenolic cell wall ribbon to be implemented in the full-scale cell/core models. Experimental tests 

performed in previous studies [9],[57] were used as the baseline data for the model validation. 

Simple in-plane uniaxial tensile and 3-point bending tests were replicated numerically to validate 

the ribbon material model. A mesh-size sensitivity study was conducted for the ribbon tensile test 

to determine the appropriate shell element size based on trading-off element quantity and suitable 

accuracy of results.  

  Ribbon Geometry and Discretization 

The ribbon geometry was created based on average dimensions recorded during previous 

experimental work [9] [57], where several ribbon specimens were tested and for which the in-

plane and flexural modulus of the cell-wall were obtained. In order to validate the cell wall material 

model, it is important to keep the simulations similar to the experiments. Figure 4.1 shows the 

overall dimensions of the ribbon geometry which has a thickness of 0.18 mm.  

 
Figure 4.1. Ribbon specimen geometry – Cut top view with dimensions (all in mm). 
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Four discretized models were meshed using shell elements with different sizes and were 

later compared under tensile loading to determine mesh-size sensitivity. 4-noded under-integrated 

(Belytshko-Tsay) shell elements were selected over solid elements due to being less expensive 

computationally in LS-DYNA. Table 2 shows pictures of the ribbon finite element models and 

tabulates the number of elements through width, element size, and element count for the 

discretized geometries. 
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Table 2. Ribbon Discretizations Used for Mesh Sensitivity Analysis.  

Discretized Geometry 
Elements 

through Width 

Element Size 

(mm) 

Total Number 

of Elements 

 

2 1.4 88 

 

4 0.76 324 

 

8 0.37 1360 

 

16 0.19 4880 
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 Ribbon Tensile Test 

A simple tensile test was simulated based on experimental work [9] to validate the in-plane 

material behavior predicted by the model. The objective of this effort is to match the predicted in-

plane Young’s modulus Ein-plane with the experimental value of 13.78 GPa [9]. 

4.2.1. FEM Preparation 

The physical ribbon is made of a fiberglass ply coated with phenolic resin. Belytschko-

Tsay quadrangular shell elements (ELFORM = 2) were used for this analysis [58]. As reported in 

[56], the ribbon has distinct in-plane and flexural moduli owing to its microstructure. To simulate 

this difference in moduli, the ribbon was modeled as a 3-layer composite [56]. The FEM represents 

the ribbon as a composite with a core layer in between two skin layers, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

The PART_COMPOSITE definition in LS-DYNA allows the user to define layers within a single 

part, dividing each element into the number of layers chosen. For each layer, the software positions 

an integration point in the middle of the layer through the thickness dimension [59]. Core and skins 

were attributed different properties to represent the orthotropic behavior of the cell walls.  

 
Figure 4.2. Ribbon part composite thicknesses – Cut front view with dimensions (all in mm). 

 

Mathematically, a rule of mixtures was used to calculate the values of the skin and core 

moduli based on the experimental tensile results [57] and the general properties of woven 
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glass/epoxy fabric [60]. Table 3 and Table 4 present the main parameters of the material cards 

applied to skins and core, respectively. 

Table 3. Ribbon Skin Material Properties. 

Material Model Type MAT 01 

Density 1.2 g/cc [61] 

Young’s Modulus 6.62 GPa [57] 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.22 [57] 

 

Table 4. Ribbon Core Material Properties. 

Material Type MAT 54 Data from book [60] 

Density 2.5 g/cc [57] 2.20 g/cc 

Longitudinal Young’s 

Modulus 
20.6 GPa [57] 29.7 GPa 

Transverse Young’s 

Modulus 
20.6 GPa [57] 29.7 GPa 

In-Plane Poisson’s 

Ratio 
0.17 0.17 

Out-of-Plane Poisson’s 

Ratio 
0.22 [57] - 

In-Plane Shear 

Modulus 
3.676 GPa * 5.3 GPa  

Out-of-Plane Shear 

Modulus 
2.982 GPa * 4.3 GPa  

Failure Strain 0.0125 [57] - 

 

The properties in Table 4 with an asterisk used for the Material 54 card have been 

interpolated. Equation (4.1) was used to refine the shear moduli taken from [60] by maintaining a 

similar ratio between the interpolated property and the value from the reference, using the ratio of  

Young’s moduli as the baseline. The reference property (Propref) is multiplied by the ratio of the 
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experimental Young’s modulus (Eexp = 20.6 GPa ) [57] and the reference Young’s modulus (Eref = 

29.7 GPa) [60] to calculate the interpolated property (Propint). 

Propint =  Propref ∙
Eexp

Eref
                                                       (4.1) 

A clamped boundary condition was modeled using an SPC (single-point constraint) which 

fixed all the nodes of one short edge of the ribbon, while a prescribed motion of constant speed of 

1 mm/sec was applied to the nodes on the opposite edge. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the FEM 

for simulating the tensile tests of the ribbon specimens. 

 
Figure 4.3. Ribbon tensile test FEM – Boundary conditions and materials applied. 

 

All the FEM simulations conducted in this research work, even performed at low speed, 

are dynamic in nature and also non-linear due to geometry non-linearities of the honeycomb core. 

Explicit analysis is highly recommended for non-linear dynamic simulations to avoid convergence 

issues since it is unconditionally stable. The time step of the simulations is automatically controlled 

by the minimum element size and the acoustic wave through the shortest distance of that element 

[62]. The smaller the time step the more computationally expensive the simulation turns out. The 
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mesh sensitivity analysis aims to find the least number of elements through the width of the ribbon 

specimen that leads to valid results. The larger the element size the larger the time step will be to 

compute the results of the numerical simulation, leading to less expensive models compared to the 

models with finer meshes. For the tensile test conducted on the ribbon specimen, the time steps 

established for each mesh sensitivity model studied are compiled in Table 5. Time steps are 

established based on the smallest characteristic element distance and the sound speed through the 

material of the smallest element. 

Table 5. Time Steps for Mesh Sensitivity Analysis Tensile Tests 

Elements through 

Width 
Time Step (s) 

2 1.5310-5 

4 7.5810-6 

8 3.6110-6 

16 1.9810-6 

 

4.2.2. Analysis and Mesh-Size Sensitivity Study 

Simulations were run for all four mesh-size specimens until the failure of at least four 

elements. Kinematic videos and stress-strain curves were studied for each simulation. For the 

purpose of this analysis, which is to validate the material model of the ribbon, the stress-strain 

relationship is the focus. 

Longitudinal stress was plotted against longitudinal strain for all mesh-size specimens. The 

mesh size was observed to affect the failure of the ribbon, as seen in Figure 4.4. For specimens 

with larger elements, the stress re-distributes through a smaller number of elements, therefore 

creating higher stress concentration on the elements supporting the tensile load, which fail sooner. 

In addition, after one element fails and is deleted, the stress re-distribution through the other 
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elements along the width is less smooth for the lesser number of elements throughout, thus 

producing failure earlier than on specimens with smaller elements that re-distribute the excess load 

more evenly per element. In-plane Young’s modulus is similar for all mesh size specimens and 

coincides with the value of 13.78 GPa obtained experimentally in [57] and [9], as expected since 

the material properties applied were taken from those experimental studies. Figure 4.4 proves that 

a mesh having 4 elements through the width captures the mechanical behavior of the ribbon having 

an accurate Young’s modulus, and does not present early failure due to poor load redistribution, 

unlike the specimen meshed with just two elements through the width dimension. 

 
Figure 4.4. Stress-strain comparison for ribbon tensile test and mesh sensitivity study. 

 

 Table 6 summarizes the computational time in seconds needed to simulate the FEM results 

of each mesh-size model. All ribbon simulations were run using 8 cores and symmetric 

multiprocessing (SMP) format. Based on the stress-strain comparisons and the computational time 

needed to produce the results, an average element size of 0.76 mm, which corresponds to the 4 
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elements across the width, was chosen as a starting point for the future discretization of the cell 

walls in this research.  

Table 6. Computational Time of Mesh Sensitivity Analysis. 

Elements through Width CPU Time (s) 

Normalized CPU time relative 

to the 4-elements-through-

width model 

2 38 0.603 

4 63 1.00 

8 304 4.83 

16 1209 19.2 

 

  Ribbon 3-Point Bending Test 

A 3-point bending test was simulated replicating the experimental work conducted and 

compiled in [57] and [9]. Two static pins and a moving pin, modeled as rigid bodies, were used to 

generate the bending forces over a ribbon specimen having mesh size as chosen during the mesh 

sensitivity analysis. The ribbon length (free over hang) was reduced compared to the tensile test 

to decrease computational time. Figure 4.5 shows the specifics of the geometry used for the 

bending simulations. 
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Figure 4.5. 3-point bending test geometry specifications (all in mm). 

 

4.3.1. FEM Preparation 

The ribbon formulation, part definition, and material characterization are similar to as 

explained for the tensile test in Section 4.2.1. The pins were modeled as rigid bodies [62]. The 

ribbon specimen had no boundary conditions attached while the support pins had SPC’s that fixed 

them in place. The load pin had all degrees of freedom constrained by SPC’s except the z-direction 

translation, in which a prescribed motion of constant speed of 1 mm/sec was imposed. The contact 

behavior between the ribbon and pins was specified through a simple 

AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE contact [63] [62]. 

4.3.2. Analysis 

Simulations were run until failure of at least four elements occurred. Kinematic videos and 

load versus displacement curves were studied to determine the proper bending behavior of the 

ribbon. Figure 4.6 shows the initial, intermediate, and final moments of the bending simulation. 

The reaction force between the loading pin and the ribbon was plotted against displacement of the 

load pin, and compared to the experimental results [57] in Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.6. Bending simulation at initial (top), intermediate (middle), and final (bottom) times. 

 

 
Figure 4.7. Load vs. displacement comparison for ribbon bending test. 
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The slope of the load versus displacement line is equivalent to the bending stiffness of the 

ribbon (Keff), from which the flexural modulus (Eflex) is calculated using equation (4.2). The 

numerical Eflex obtained is compared to the experimental average result in Table 7. 

Eflex =  Keff ∙
d3

4wt3
                                                      (4.2) 

Table 7. Eflex Results Comparison. 

Numerical Keff 

(N/mm) 

Experimental Keff 

(N/mm) 

Numerical Eflex 

(N/mm2) 

Experimental 

Eflex (N/mm2) 
% difference 

3.77 4.79 6602.68 8387.34 19.82 % 

 

The scatter seen in the experimental data is justified by the nature of the manufacturing 

process of the honeycomb. As explained in Section 1.3, HPR’s are dipped into the phenolic resin 

at the end of the forming process, thus wall thickness variability could be significant. Variability 

of the wall thickness means that material composition also fluctuates with the cell wall having a 

higher percentage of phenolic resin where the ribbon is the thickest. Wall thickness and ratio of 

phenolic resin to fiberglass weave have a significant impact on the mechanical behavior of the 

specimens as one can observe from the experimental results. All this considered, the simulation 

results fall within the scatter seen in the experiment even though having a high error percentage 

when compared to the average experimental result. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

5. 3D MODEL VALIDATION 

 

 

 Unit Cell Model 

The complete 3D model validation process started by creating a unit cell FEM for 

preliminary analysis. Figure 5.1 presents the geometry of one-quarter of the unit cell that was 

created using CATIA V5 [64]. The quarter cell imitates the geometry used for previous research 

[9] that used image analysis to determine average values for all unit cell dimensions.  

 
Figure 5.1. Quarter cell geometry and dimensions (all in mm) [9]. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the discretized unit cell geometry that captures double walls and full 

adhesive fillets for the unit cell of the honeycomb core. The number of elements needed to 

discretize the unit cell geometry is summarized in Table 8. The number of elements required for 
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modeling the adhesive layer and the fillet was arrived at using a trial and error process. Multiple 

simulations were conducted and the resulting stress-strain curves were compared with the 

experimental data [56]. The minimum number of elements for the adhesive layer which gave a 

satisfactory agreement with the test data was then identified. 

 

Figure 5.2. Unit cell discretized geometry. 

 

Table 8. Element Count for the Unit Cell Model. 

Element Type 2D Shell Elements 
3D Solid 

Elements 
Total Elements 

Element Number 832 1248 2080 

 

Table 9 presents the mesh criteria limits established for the discretization based on 

recommended values taken from the open literature [65]. The limiting values of the unit cell mesh 

are also recorded in Table 9 for both shell and solid elements. Creating a numerical model with 

reduced element count able to achieve accurate valid results was one of the main focuses of this 

research work; thus, some sacrifices on the least critical mesh quality criteria were made.  
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Table 9. Element Criteria for the Unit Cell Mesh 

Element Criteria Recommended Values 
2D Shell Elements 

Limiting Values 

3D Solid Elements 

Limiting Values 

Warpage ≤10° 0.23° 0° 

Aspect Ratio ≤5 10.6 188.14 

Skew ≤45 0.01 76.39 

Jacobian ≤0.5 1 0.55 

Maximum Angle 

Quadrilateral 
≤135° 90.02° 156.51° 

Minimum Angle 

Quadrilateral 
≥45° 89.98° 23.53° 

Maximum Angle 

Triangular 
≤120° - 141.01° 

Minimum Angle 

Triangular 
≥20° - 8.10° 

 

Cell walls of the unit cell have the same thickness, material card MAT054, element and 

section properties as explained in Section 4.2.1 and presented in the APPENDIX for the ribbon 

model validation tests. Adhesive properties were extracted from literature [16] [62] to match the 

values used in previous research efforts conducted on the same honeycomb core [9], determining 

a Young’s modulus of 3.79 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.38. The complete adhesive material 

card is presented in the APPENDIX, while the main material properties used are presented in Table 

10. Solid elements were used to capture the geometry of the complete adhesive fillet. Under-

integrated constant-stress formulation (ELFORM=1) was chosen for the adhesive due to having 

low computational value and being able to capture the behavior properly. 
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Table 10. Adhesive Material Properties. 

Material Type MAT 01 

Density 1.2 g/cc [61] 

Young’s Modulus 3.79 GPa [9] 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.38 [9] 

 

Proper contact, hourglass behavior, constraints, and boundary conditions were investigated 

in this simplified bounded model. Failure of the unit cell components, as well as homogenized 

properties, were compared to the experimental data. The validated FEM of the unit cell will later 

be extended to the full 1010 cell models to attain further correlation with the previous 

experimental and simplified homogenized numerical models. 

5.1.1. Time Step and Output Frequency 

The time step for explicit analyses, as explained in section 4.2.1 for the ribbon tensile test, 

is controlled by the minimum element size and the acoustic wave through the shortest distance of 

that element [62]. The unit cell mesh captures wall curvature and adhesive fillet in detail, for which 

quite small elements were used. In order to have several elements through the fine thickness of the 

adhesive layer that bonds the double walls, the solid elements had a small local out-of-plane 

dimension which determines the time step. The smaller the time step the more computationally 

expensive the simulation turns out. Tradeoff studies that aim to lower the computational time while 

maintaining a fine enough mesh that captures the geometry in detail affect the time step determined 

for the explicit analysis. The time step was established at 2.7410-7 seconds based on the smallest 

characteristic element distance and the sound speed through the material of the smallest element. 

Output frequency was chosen such that numerical results would be continuous but also 

keeping in mind the goal of saving on computational time. The time interval between outputs was 
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chosen as 0.005 seconds for all DATABASE outputs. D3PLOT outputs were used to study the 

kinematics, GLSTAT for global data, MATSUM to study overall energies, RCFORC for contact 

interface data, and SPCFORC for SPC reaction forces [62]. 

5.1.2. Hourglass 

Hourglass is a non-physical mode of deformation that is present in all under-integrated 

isoparametric elements [62]. Hourglass modes arise due to a rank deficiency in the stiffness matrix 

that regulates the formulation of the under-integrated element [66]. Hourglass deformation 

produces no stress but it is traceable by the hourglass energy, which should be kept under 10% of 

the total energy [62]. The LS-DYNA manual recommends viscous hourglass control for FEM’s 

deforming at high velocities, while stiffness hourglass control is preferred for problems deforming 

at low velocities. There are several methods [61] to suppress or control hourglass effects: 

• Refining mesh by decreasing element size 

• Applying pressures instead of point loads 

• Using the hourglass control cards 

• Using fully integrated elements  

For this research, emphasis is put on having a low number of elements since the complete 

core sheet models will be very heavy computationally if the mesh is not coarse. Fully integrated 

elements add computational time which is far from ideal as already emphasized. Hourglass control 

cards are the most suitable method to control hourglass deformation for this research work. Since 

the simulations performed in this research work are quasi-static, the stiffness control formulations 

are the most appropriate [67]. Controlling the hourglass through stiffness forms generates 

hourglass forces relative to the nodal displacements created by the spurious hourglass deformation 
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modes [66]. Hourglass was controlled through the LS-DYNA Flanagan-Belytschko formulation 

(IHQ=4) with an hourglass coefficient of 0.03 [62]. 

5.1.3. Boundary Conditions 

Periodic boundary conditions were implemented in the unit cell FEM to implement 

symmetry [44] associated with the microstructure and the cell deformations. Figure 5.3 illustrates 

the boundary conditions imposed on the unit cell model for each unidirectional loading test. The 

moving nodes were applied a constant speed prescribed motion of 2 mm/sec. 

 
Figure 5.3. Unit cell schematic boundary conditions for loading on the ribbon (left) and 

transverse (right) directions. 

 

 Longitudinally loaded tests: Longitudinal (r) loaded tests had the nodes on the outer 

surfaces of the outside adhesive (B3 and B4 in Figure 5.4) constrained to move in the same 

longitudinal plane by imposing a uniform displacement of the nodes of each surface in the w-

direction. An SPC constrained all cell wall and adhesive nodes on the fixed end (B2) of all 

translational motion and allowed the nodes to rotate about the through-the-thickness axis(t). The 

cell wall and adhesive nodes located on the moving end (B1) were constrained from rotation about 

the three axes. Displacements of the nodes on end B1 were only allowed to move in the ribbon 

direction along which a uniform displacement was applied. 
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Figure 5.4. Schematic of boundary surfaces of the unit cell model. 

 

Transversally loaded tests: Tensile and compressive tests with the loading imposed on 

the transverse (w) direction had the outer right and left nodes (figure 5.4) of both cell walls and 

adhesive (B1 and B2) constrained to have uniform r-direction displacement. The nodes on the 

outer surface of the outside top adhesive layer (B3) had uniform displacement in the transverse 

direction, while the nodes on the outer surface of the outside lower adhesive (B4) were fixed from 

moving in any direction and were allowed to rotate only about the through-the-thickness axis. 

5.1.4. Contact  

A TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE contact [58] defines the interaction between cell wall 

and adhesive. This type of contact in LS-DYNA uses a constraint-based approach when checking 

for penetrations [68]. The constraint-based contact algorithm imposes kinematic constraints 

between the nodes of one of the parts involved in the contact and the segments of the other part to 

define the contact interaction [69]. The TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE contact was selected due 

to its simplicity which allowed for proper and successful contact definition between two coarse 
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meshes involving elements of different nature (solids and shells in this case). The adhesive nodes 

and the ribbon elements that are tied by the contact are depicted in Figure 5.5. 

 
Figure 5.5. Ribbon to adhesive contact – Nodes and elements tied. 

 

A fundamental aspect to address in any contact formulation is transferring constraints 

associated with the master nodes/segments to the slave nodes’ degrees of freedom. Shell element 

nodes have both translational and rotational degrees of freedom while the constant stress 

(ELFORM=1) solid element nodes only have translational degrees of freedom. It is important to 

make sure that proper connectivity of node rotational constraints applies over the contact interface, 

especially when the master and slave segments are not of the same type of elements. The LS-

DYNA manual [58] states that the tied contacts enforce the transferring of translations and 

rotations according to the master element nodal degrees of freedom. Thus, rotations of the slave 

nodes will be automatically constrained to match the master segment’s bending rotations avoiding 

weak contact modes [58]. A bending experiment, depicted in Figure 5.6, was conducted on a shell-

solid-shell sandwich to assure that contact is properly translating both translational and rotational 

degrees of freedom. The enlarged picture on Figure 5.6 demonstrates that both translations and 

rotations are transferred through the contact interface, as the edge of the intermediate solid layer 

remains parallel to the edges of the outer shell layers. 
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Figure 5.6. Ribbon to adhesive contact – Transferring of rotational degrees of freedom. 

 

5.1.5. Failure 

The contact defined between the cell walls and the adhesive has no breaking definition 

criteria Failure of the actual parts is defined through ADD_EROSION optional cards on the 

material definition cards. Failure of the adhesive part is extremely difficult to determine due to 

practical limitations of testing the material and the variability of the phenolic properties depending 

on the processing conditions. As reported in the open literature [60], phenolic resins properties 

exhibit strong dependence on the conditions (temperature and pressure) experienced during the 

fabrication of the honeycomb core. The ribbon material also exhibits scatter in failing strain (or 

stress) due to the nature of the woven composite and the core manufacturing process where the 
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ribbon is dipped in a phenolic resin. In order to validate the presented unit cell model, failure of 

the cell wall and the adhesive was interpolated starting with the nominal values for the failure 

strain found in literature and fine-tuning the failure values such that the unit cell model fails similar 

to the experimental observations reported in [56] [68].  

Experimental data [70] shows that the failure strain of the fiberglass/phenolic ribbon under 

bending conditions was about double the failure strain of the cell wall under simple uniaxial tensile 

conditions. The fibers of the core carry the tensile load, while the resin that impregnates the core 

supports the flexure stress. Based on the previous experimental findings[56] the failure criterion 

of the cell wall ribbon was implemented on the FEM by assigning the core of the cell wall the 

failure strain value documented in [57]. The skin of the ribbon, which technically represents the 

phenolic coating, was given a failure strain criterion twice the value of the core breaking strain and 

was also scaled to account for the location of the interpolation point. Table 11 presents the 

preliminary failure strain of the ribbon core and skin and the fine-tuned failure strain attributed to 

the adhesive. 

Table 11. Preliminary Failure Strain Values for the Ribbon and Adhesive Materials. 

 

  As presented in Section 4.2.1, the ribbon is modeled as a PART_COMPOSITE which 

allows the user to define layers within a single part. Each element is divided into the desired 

number of layers and an integration point is positioned in the middle of each composite layer. To 

account for the actual maximum strain that the skin will support under any loading, which is 

Material Failure Criteria (*ADD_EROSION) Value (mm/mm) 

Ribbon Skin Maximum effective strain at failure 0.0250 

Ribbon Core Maximum effective strain at failure 0.0125 [57] 

Adhesive Maximum effective strain at failure 0.0124 
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produced by bending on the outermost side of the skin, the failure strain criterion needs to be scaled 

down to represent the strain experienced at the integration point on the middle of the layer. 

Equation (5.1) was used to calculate the adjusted failure strain of the ribbon skin (εfskin,adj). The 

preliminary failure strain of the ribbon skin [70] (εfskin,prelim = 0.0250) is multiplied by the ratio of 

the height of the ribbon skin integration point (h’) and the half-thickness of the ribbon (h). The 

height dimensions are indicated in Figure 5.7. Equation (5.1) results in a value of 0.0187 mm/mm 

for the adjusted failure strain of the ribbon skin. Table 12 presents the final failure strain values 

used on the ADD_EROSION card [62] on each material card for the ribbon core, ribbon skin, and 

adhesive. The ADD_EROSION card can complement the failure criteria of the constitutive model 

or define failure for materials that do not allow erosion or failure definition. The complete material 

cards are summarized and presented in the APPENDIX. 

εfskin,adj =  εfskin,prelim ∙
h′

h
                                         (5.1) 

 
Figure 5.7. Adjustment of the failure strain of the ribbon skin 

 

Table 12. Final Failure Strain Values for the Ribbon and Adhesive Materials. 

 

Material Failure Criteria (ADD_EROSION) Value (mm/mm) 

Ribbon Skin Maximum effective strain at failure 0.0187 

Ribbon Core Maximum effective strain at failure 0.0125 

Adhesive Maximum effective strain at failure 0.0124 
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5.1.6.  Homogenized Properties 

The homogenized stress-strain curves for each loading test (tension and compression) along 

each direction were built by plotting homogenized normalized strain versus homogenized stress 

along the direction being investigated. Figure 5.8 presents the unit cell geometry bounded by an 

imaginary box that represents the homogenized volume corresponding to which the homogenized 

properties are calculated. The normalized strain was set up by using the applied displacement along 

the loading direction and dividing it by the original dimension in that direction. Homogenized 

stress was computed by dividing the force (reaction) along the loading direction by the orthogonal 

homogenized area - as shown in figure 5.6, Aw for the transverse loading tests and Ar for the 

longitudinal loading tests. The resultant uniaxial forces experienced by the unit cell for each 

loading scenario were found through a DATABASE_CROSS_SECTION [58] applied over the 

unit cell and perpendicular to the loading direction. This card is specified by defining a plane over 

which the tractions are integrated to obtain the resultant forces and moments.  

 
Figure 5.8. Unit cell with boundary box for homogenized properties. 
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 Three cross-sections were created for each test located at the middle, and close to each 

edge of the unit cell along the direction of loading and perpendicular to it. Slightly different results 

were obtained for the forces at the cross-section positioned closer to the free end. This phenomenon 

is caused by the superposition of the stress waves reflecting on the free end boundary condition 

and producing a slight increase in the force seen over the cross-section. Based on the comparisons 

with experimental data, it was determined that the force based on the cross-section located near 

the fixed end would be satisfactory. 

5.1.7. Results 

The overall geometry of the discretized unit cell model used for the numerical analysis 

conducted in Section 5.1. is shown in figure 5.7. Table 13 summarizes the number of 2D and 3D 

elements used for discretizing the model that captures wall curvature and the full adhesive fillet in 

detail. The number of elements per unit cell per millimeter thickness is also noted in Table 13 to 

compare with the previously researched models summarized in Table 1. The number of elements 

was determined starting with the results of the mesh-size sensitivity study conducted in Section 

4.2.2 and following trade-off analysis performed by studying the accuracy of the results. All unit 

cell simulations were run using a 22-core machine and massive parallel processing (MPP) format. 
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Figure 5.9. Unit cell mesh – Isometric view. 

 

Table 13. Unit cell FEM – Element Count Summary. 

Element 

Type 

2D Shell 

Elements 

3D Solid 

Elements 

Total 

Elements 

Elements per cell 

per “mm” thickness 
CPU Time  

Element 

Number 
832 1248 2080 34 ~ 1 hour 

 

 The plots below present the homogenized stress vs strain curves for the unit cell FEM under 

loading on the ribbon (Figure 5.10) and transverse (Figure 5.11) directions. The unit cell FEM can 

capture the non-linear behavior of the cellular structure. The number of elements used to capture 

the cell wall and the adhesive fillet geometries are sufficient for the unit cell to perform well 

mechanically. Since the edges parallel to the loading direction are constrained to remain straight, 

the softening of compression response due to cell collapse [56] observed in experiments is not 

captured. 
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Figure 5.10. Homogenized stress vs. homogenized strain - Unit cell model under ribbon loading. 

 
Figure 5.11. Homogenized stress vs. homogenized strain - Unit cell model under transverse 

loading. 

 

 Energy balance plots, presented in Figure 5.12, show that the hourglass energy was within 

appropriate limits being almost negligible compared to the total energy of the system. Figure 5.13 

presents a plot of the homogenized longitudinal strain (εr) versus the transverse strain (εw) for the 

unit cell simulations, which signifies the in-plane Poisson’s effects on the structure. 
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Figure 5.12. Energy balance for all uniaxial loading simulations conducted on the unit cell 

model. 

 

 
Figure 5.13. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain - Unit cell model Poisson’s effects. 

 

The four uniaxial in-plane loading scenarios investigated pair up in terms of the 

deformation that the structure experiences. The kinematic response of the ribbon tension 

simulation looks similar to the transverse compression loading case. The same scenario occurs for 
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the ribbon compression and transverse tension. The failure modes are expected to have a similar 

connection as the kinematics. The failure occurred first on the ribbon for the ribbon tension and 

the transverse compression loading simulations, as expected since the walls experience high 

bending deformations as the cell stretches and flattens. Debonding of the adhesive fillet was the 

failure mode seen on the transverse tension loading simulation. Node bond failures occur due to 

the bending moment opening up the cell and transferring strong normal stresses to the adhesive 

through the contact interface. The ribbon compression test presents almost simultaneous node bond 

and ribbon failure. Table 14 presents the failure analysis results for the four loading cases analyzed 

on the unit cell FEM. 
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Table 14. Observed Failure Modes of the Unit Cell Uniaxial In-Plane Simulations. 

Loading Loading Figure 
Failure 

Mode 
Failure Figure 

Ribbon 

Tension 

 

Ribbon 

Fracture 

 

Transverse 

Compression 

 

Ribbon 

Fracture 

 

Ribbon 

Compression 

 

Adhesive 

Debonding 

and Ribbon 

Fracture 

 

Transverse 

Tension 

 

Adhesive 

debonding 

 

 

 The results presented above show that the unit cell model succeeds both in characterizing 

the in-plane uniaxial loading mechanical behavior and in representing the failure modes of the 

studied fiberglass/phenolic structure as compared to the experimental and previous numerical 

results [57]. The presented simulations on the unit cell FEM serve as validation of the cell 

geometry definition and its discretization. The numerical analyses performed in this section also 

serve to further validate the material cards. The unit cell FEM will be extrapolated to create the 
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10x10-cell model that will investigate a multi-cell numerical analysis under in-plane uniaxial 

loading.  

  10x10 Cell Model 

A 3D model comprising 10 rows and 10 columns of cells (here onwards referred to as 10 10) 

shown in Figure 5.14, was developed to validate the current models subjected to in-plane loading 

at the next length scale. Altair’s HyperMesh [71] was used to create the discretized full model. 

The total number of 2D shell and 3D solid elements of the 1010 model is summarized in Table 

15.  

 
Figure 5.14. 10×10 cell model geometry and overall dimensions (all in mm). 

 

Table 15. 10×10 cell FEM – Element Count Summary. 

Element Type 2D Shell Elements 
3D Solid 

Elements 
Total Elements 

Element Number 94120 143520 237640 
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The 1010 cell models have the same time step and output frequency, hourglass, contact, 

and failure characteristics as the unit cell model already described in detail in subsections 5.1.2, 

5.1.4, and 5.1.5. The only feature that changes with respect to the unit cell model is the boundary 

conditions, which are explained in the following section. 

5.2.1. Boundary Conditions for the 1010 model 

The 1010 model replicated each of the loading scenarios on the single-cell by imposing the 

proper boundary conditions and prescribed motion for both tension and compression cases along 

the ribbon and transverse loading directions. Figure 5.15 shows a schematic of the boundary 

conditions imposed by means of SPC’s and rigid walls as well as the prescribed motion applied to 

each loading case.  

 
Figure 5.15. 10×10 model schematic boundary conditions for loading on the ribbon (left) 

and transverse (right) directions. 

 

Longitudinally loaded tests: In the longitudinal (r) loading tests, all the nodes on the B1 

boundary surface (Figure 5.16) are constrained to remain on a wall on the w-t plane that was 

restrained from translating along the r-direction. The middle nodes on the B1 boundary were also 

constrained from translating in the w-direction. The nodes on boundary B2 were all constrained to 

move on the same w-t plane along the r- direction. The middle nodes of boundary B2 were also 
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restrained from movement on the w-direction. Boundaries B3 and B4 were free to translate and 

rotate, giving the panel the ability to contract along the w-direction. 

 
Figure 5.16. Schematic of boundary surfaces of the 10×10 cell model. 

 

Transversely loaded tests: In the simulations for Transverse (r) loading, all the nodes on the 

B4 boundary (Figure 5.16) were constrained to remain on a wall on the r-t plane that was restrained 

from translating in the w-direction. The middle nodes on the B4 boundary were also constrained 

from moving on the r-direction. The nodes on boundary B3 were all constrained to move on the 

same r-t plane along the w-direction. Boundaries B1 and B2 were free to translate and rotate, 

giving the panel the ability to contract on the r-direction. 

5.2.2. Results 

Figure 5.9 presents an overall view of the discretized 10×10 cell model used for the 

numerical analysis conducted in this section. Table 15 summarized the number of 2D and 3D 

elements used for discretizing the model. The number of elements per millimeter of cell thickness 

is also noted in Table 16 to compare with the previously researched models tabulated in Table 1. 

All 10×10 cell simulations were run using a 22-core machine and MPP format. 
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Figure 5.17. 10×10 cell mesh – Overall ISO View. 

 

Table 16. 10×10 cell FEM – CPU Time. 

Element 

Type 

Total 

Elements 

Elements per cell 

per “mm” thickness 
CPU Time 

Element 

Number 
237640 34 ~ 6.5 hours 

 

 The plots below present the homogenized stress vs homogenized strain curves for the 

1010 cell FEM under loading on the ribbon (Figure 5.18) and transverse (Figure 5.20) directions. 

The FEM is able to capture the non-linear behavior of the cellular structure.  
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Figure 5.18. Homogenized stress vs. homogenized strain - 10×10 cell model under ribbon 

loading. 

 

 

Figure 5.19. Homogenized stress vs. homogenized strain - 10×10 cell model under transverse 

loading. 
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The constitutive behavior of the 10×10 cell model lines up satisfactorily with the 

experimental results as seen in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. The homogenized strain-stress curves 

presented in these figures are representative of the uniaxial in-plane experimental behavior along 

both ribbon and transverse directions. The oscillations observed in the predicted behavior are due 

to wave propagation effects. The displacement rate required to minimize wave propagation effects 

was too small for the simulation to run in a reasonable time. Thus, being aware of this issue, the 

curves resulting from the numerical simulation were filtered with a low-pass (10 Hz) filter. 

Energy balance plots, provided in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21, show that the hourglass 

energy is maintained well below the recommended limit of 10% of the total energy [62]. Figure 

5.22 presents longitudinal strain (εr) versus transverse strain (εw) for the 1010 cell model. The 

curve is compared with the same data from the unit cell simulations. As expected, in-plane 

Poisson’s effects remain similar regardless of the model being represented as an RV or a multi-

cell version. 

 
Figure 5.20. Energy balance for the ribbon-loaded simulations conducted on the 10×10 cell 

model. 
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Figure 5.21. Energy balance for the transverse-loaded simulations conducted on the 10×10 cell 

model. 

 
Figure 5.22. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain - 10×10 cell model Poisson’s effects. 

 

The uniaxial in-plane loading scenarios investigated using 1010 core model correlate in 

the same fashion as the seen with the kinematic results of the unit cell model. Ribbon tension 
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loading is similar to the transverse compression scenario and ribbon compression resembles 

transverse tension kinematics. The same correspondence is seen in failure modes. The failure mode 

for each loading case was determined by the catastrophic damage corresponding to the drop in the 

load-carrying capability of the core sheet. The cell wall snapped after only several solid elements 

failed on the ribbon tension loading as indicated in Figure 5.23. A similar result was observed for 

the transverse compression test, in Figure 5.24 for which a small number of adhesive elements 

were damaged immediately prior to the ribbon snapping and causing catastrophic failure. 

Debonding of the adhesive layer was the main cause of failure for the transverse tension (Figure 

5.25). Debonding of the adhesive and failure of the ribbon due to high flexural stress caused by 

shear of the structure were both simultaneously catastrophic failure events for the ribbon 

compression loading scenario (Figure 5.26). Figure 5.23 to Figure 5.26 present the failure seen on 

the honeycomb core for all the uniaxial in-plane loading simulations. The catastrophic failure 

mode(s) are indicated with a square figure. Table 17 presents a summary of failure analysis results 

for the four loading cases analyzed on the 1010 cell FEM. 
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Table 17. Observed Failure Modes of the 10×10 Cell Uniaxial In-Plane Simulations. 

Loading Loading Figure 

Catastrophic 

Failure 

Mode 

Catastrophic Failure Figure 

Ribbon 

Tension 

 

Ribbon 

Fracture 

 

Transverse 

Compression 

 

Ribbon 

Fracture 

 

Ribbon 

Compression 

 

Adhesive 

Debonding 

and Ribbon 

Fracture  

 

Transverse 

Tension 

 

Adhesive 

Debonding  
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Figure 5.23. Failure of the ribbon tension loaded test - 10×10 cell model. 
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Figure 5.24. Failure of the transverse compression loaded test - 10×10 cell model. 

 

 
Figure 5.25. Failure of the transverse tension loaded test - 10×10 cell model. 
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Figure 5.26. Failure of the ribbon compression loaded test - 10×10 cell model. 

 

Shear instability is a phenomenon that exists under in-plane compressive loading that 

causes a softening of the response due to cell collapse [9]. The collapse is produced by recurrent 

small imperfections in the structure such as parallel cell walls not being perfectly aligned. These 

small defects break the perfect symmetry of the structure, causing the inclined cell walls to rotate 

away from the loading direction, which then causes the collapse. Evaluating the effect of small 

imperfections on the core is out of the scope of this research work. The 10×10 cell FEM 

investigated in this section does not have any defects, thus shear instability is not captured on the 

ribbon compression simulation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

6. FORMING ANALYSIS 

 

 

A 3D model comprising 30 rows and 40 columns of cells, as shown in Figure 6.1, was 

developed to perform forming simulations of the honeycomb core being studied. The 3040 model 

has the same time step and output frequency, hourglass control, contact definitions, and failure 

characteristics as the unit cell and 1010 cell models already described in detail in subsections 

5.1.1 through 5.1.5. LS-Dyna Primer [72]was used to create the discretized full model. The total 

number of 2D and 3D elements of the 3040 complete model is presented in Table 18.  

 

Figure 6.1. 30×40 cell model geometry and overall dimensions (all in mm). 

 

Table 18. 30×40 cell FEM – Element Count Summary. 

Element Type 2D Shell Elements 
3D Solid 

Elements 
Total Elements 

Element Number 998400 1,497,600 2,496,000 
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The forming simulations were conducted by bending the 3040 cell core, pictured in Figure 

6.1, using a male-female forming tool. A rigid wall served as a symmetry plane down the middle 

of the FEM to represent a bigger model while saving on computational expenses. A general 

isometric view of the forming simulations is presented in Figure 6.2. 

 
Figure 6.2. Forming model geometry and overall dimensions (all in mm). 

 

Six bending simulations were conducted and analyzed using LS-DYNA. The honeycomb 

core being formed was common for all the simulations. Three different radii for the forming tool 

were studied and for each, two different orientations of the core were investigated. Table 19 

presents the test matrix for the forming numerical analysis. The tooling used for the forming 

simulations consisted of matched cylindrical male-female rigid surfaces with a specified radius of 

curvature. The male tool was created first and the corresponding radius- 1270, 1905, or 2540 mm 

(50, 75, or 100 in.)- was applied. Then the male tool geometry was offset (i.e., the radius was 

decreased) by a distance equal to the core thickness - 60.9mm (2.44 in.) - to assure the complete 
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forming of the core panel. The female tool was then trimmed through the symmetry plane. A 0.5 

mm thickness was applied towards both sides of each female and male tool for a total thickness of 

1mm. 

Table 19. Forming Simulations – Text Matrix. 

Simulation Name 

Core direction 

aligned with 

symmetry plane 

Radius  

inches 

(mm) 

Image of radius of forming tool (mm) 

R50-transverse Transverse  
50  

(1270) 

 
R50-ribbon Ribbon 

R75-transverse Transverse 
75 

(1905) 

 R75-ribbon Ribbon 

R100-transverse Transverse  
100 

(2540) 

 R100-ribbon Ribbon 

 

 FEM Preparation 

The section, part, material, contact, and hourglass cards involving the honeycomb core 

components are similar to the ones explained in Section 5.1 and provided in the APPENDIX. The 

symmetry wall is defined by means of SPC’s. All nodes belonging to the symmetry plane are not 

able to translate normally to the symmetry wall. 

The tooling was meshed with Belytschko-Tsay quadrangular shell elements (ELFORM = 2) 

[58] with the half-thickness (0.5mm) extending on either side. The interest of the forming analysis 
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is the response of the core, so the mesh of the tooling was coarse. The tooling was modeled as 

rigid bodies [62] which are 1 mm thick. The female tool was constrained from translation and 

rotation (i.e., fixed) while the male tool was constrained to translate only along the global z-

direction (out-of-plane direction of the core). A vertical displacement along the z-direction was 

imposed on the male tool that pushes the core downwards so it forms to the shape of the tooling.  

The contact between the components of the core and the tooling was defined through a simple 

AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE contact [58] [63]. A simple penalty-based 

formulation (SOFT=0) was used due to being less expensive than the segment-based (SOFT=2). 

The segment-based penalty formulation (SOFT=2) tends to be a more stable option for the contact 

between shell edge to shell surface, but it increases the computational expenses. Since the main 

goal of this thesis work is to economize the simulations, the penalty-based simple option SOFT=0 

was chosen as the contact behaves properly without needing to implement a more complete and 

expensive penalty formulation. The core-to-tooling contact was attributed friction coefficients of 

0.2 based on previous experimental data [70]. 

 Results 

The results of the six forming simulations conducted are presented in this section. For each 

simulation, Poisson’s effects on several cells of interest were evaluated. This section also 

investigates the shear strain of cells located around the middle of the core sheet (considering the 

symmetry wall). Free edge effects were studied by means of looking at the homogenized strains 

in cells along the length and width of the core specimen. The results section also presents the 

tooling load versus displacement plot for the male tool for each case. This section is divided into 

sub-sections for each simulation that present the above-mentioned results. 
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All simulations were investigated until full contact was achieved between the core and both 

the male and female tools, as shown in Figure 6.3 for the R75-ribbon case. If failure occurred 

before full contact was achieved, the free edge effects’ results will focus on the time step associated 

with failure occurrence rather than on the complete forming of the core panel. Even if a 

catastrophic failure occurs before the complete forming of the core, cell results will be presented 

until full forming happens with the consideration that the load transferring could be compromised 

if the cell is located nearby damage.  

 
Figure 6.3. Typical instance of full contact when the core is completely formed between the 

matched tooling. 

 

6.2.1. Cells being investigated 

All simulations in this study used the same core model. Four representative cells A, B, C, 

and D were selected to investigate the evolution of homogenized strains (i.e., deformation of cells). 

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.4 present the cells investigated for the Poisson’s effects results for the 

transverse-oriented specimens and the ribbon-oriented models, respectively. As seen in the figures 
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below, cell A is located right in the middle of the panel. Cell B is found towards the middle of the 

panel but offset to avoid early failure very common in the cells in the center. Cell C is mid-way 

from the center of the panel and the edge, and cell D is located by a corner of the panel.  

 
Figure 6.4. Cells selected to investigate strain evolution for forming simulations with transverse 

direction parallel to the symmetry plane. 
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Figure 6.5. Cells selected to investigate strain evolution for forming simulations with ribbon 

direction parallel to the symmetry plane. 

 

Edge effects were analyzed by means of plotting the homogenized longitudinal and 

transverse strains along the edge perpendicular to the symmetry plane and along the center of the 

panel, and on a line parallel to and by the symmetry plane. Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.6 present 

schematics of the cells investigated for the edge effects’ results for both transverse-oriented and 

ribbon-oriented simulations, respectively. The cells investigated are marked with red squares. 
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Figure 6.6. Rows of cells selected to study the free edge effects for simulations where transverse 

direction is parallel to the symmetry plane. 

 

  
Figure 6.7. Rows of cells selected to study the free edge effects for simulations where ribbon 

direction is parallel to the symmetry plane. 
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6.2.2. CPU Time 

The CPU time required for each forming simulation was recorded since the main focus of 

this research work is to keep the computational cost reasonably low considering the size of the 

forming simulations. All forming simulations were run using a 44-core machine and MPP single 

precision format. Table 20 presents the CPU time required for each bending simulation to reach 

the full forming of the core. The simulations for the 1270mm (50 in.) radius tool are the most 

expensive in terms of CPU time since the core starts at a farther position from the male tool to 

accommodate for the smaller radius. 

Table 20. Forming Simulations – CPU Time. 

Simulation Name CPU Time (hours) 

R50-transverse 149.14 

R50-ribbon 97.95 

R75-transverse 95.18 

R75-ribbon 77.25 

R100-transverse 74.25 

R100-ribbon 45.86 

 

6.2.3. R50-Transverse 

The R50-transverse simulation investigated forming of the 3040 cell honeycomb core 

over a 1270mm (50 in.) female tooling with the core transverse direction oriented parallel to the 

symmetry plane. The failure occurred before the core was completely formed, as seen in Figure 

6.8. Failure extended quickly through the panel, affecting the cells on both concave and convex 
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sides. By the time the core was completely formed and in full contact with the tooling as depicted 

in Figure 6.9, the panel had undergone extensive and catastrophic failure. 

 
Figure 6.8. Failure initiation during R50-Transverse forming simulation. 
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Figure 6.9. Map of core cell failures at complete forming - R50-Transverse. 

 

The energy balance plot depicted in Figure 6.10 shows that the hourglass energy was within 

reasonable limits (<10% of the total energy [62]) 
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Figure 6.10. Energy balance - R50-Transverse. 

 

Failure initiated on the adhesive bonds but it immediately propagated through to the cell 

wall due to high shearing deformations. The small forming radius of 1270mm (50 in.) induces high 

bending stress on the core, facilitating debonding of the cell wall and adhesive. Large shear 

deformation caused the catastrophic failure presented above. In general terms, the core experiences 

compression of the concave side and tension on the convex side during the forming process. The 

dominant Poisson’s effects on the cellular structure, as previously presented in subsection 5.2.2, 

induce a saddle-shaped behavior as the core bends, which complicates the response of the structure. 

The core formed over the 1270mm (50 in.) radius tool and with the transverse direction oriented 

parallel to the symmetry plane failed catastrophically before reaching full forming. The initial 

failure occurred as the core was pushed out of the saddle-shaped configuration, also known as anti-

clastic bending, and developed rapidly along the structure. The panel was totally damaged by the 

time that complete contact with the tooling was achieved. The ratio of longitudinal and transverse 

strain was examined for the selected cells. The longitudinal-to-transverse strain ratio originally 

followed the curve obtained for the unit cell model, but as failure occurred it deviated abruptly 

from it. For a better understanding of the mechanical behavior of the core during the R50-
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transverse forming simulation, the cells indicated in Figure 6.4 were investigated and the results 

are presented in the following paragraphs. 

Figure 6.11 presents the Poisson’s effects plot over the strain limits seen for the uniaxial 

loading cases for an overview of the plot providing times of interest and pictures of the overall 

panel for cell A. Figure 6.12 presents a closer view of the plotline along with instances of the 

deformation state of cell A at each time of interest. The deformations of a cell on the bottom convex 

side and the top concave side of the panel are similar, thus only a top view is provided for simplicity 

of data presentation. In addition to providing instances of the investigated cell and core at times of 

interest considering the plotline for cell A, the overall characteristic time instances presented in 

Table 21 are indicated on the plots for all the investigated cells.  

Table 21. Characteristic Kinematic Instances of the Forming Process – R50-Transverse. 

Time 
Representative deformed state (R50-

Transverse) 
Symbol 

Anti-clastic 

bending stops 

 

 

Initial failure 

 

 

Full forming 
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Figure 6.11. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell A overall. 

 
Figure 6.12. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell A close-up. 

 

Figure 6.13 below presents the shear strain plot for cell A along with instances picturing 

the cell deformation on both top (concave side) and bottom (convex side) views at the times of 
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interest. It can be observed in the pictures provided on the shear strain plot for cell A that even 

though the peak magnitude is almost half on the convex side compared to the value experienced 

on the concave side of the panel, the visual deformation of the cell seen from either side of the 

panel is similar. Thus, for future simulations, only a top view from the concave side of the core 

will be provided for simplicity of presenting the data. The times indicated on the Poisson’s effects 

plots of cell A are also indicated on the shear strain graph as well as the times corresponding to 

the final of the anti-clastic bending, failure, and full forming of the core panel. 

 
Figure 6.13. Shear strain plot for the R50-Transverse simulation – Cell A. 

 

Similarly, equal plots for Poisson’s effects (Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15) and for shear 

strain (Figure 6.16) are documented below for cell B. 
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Figure 6.14. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell B overall. 

 

 

Figure 6.15. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell B close up. 
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Figure 6.16. Shear strain plot for the R50-Transverse simulation – Cell B. 

 

Poisson’s effects for cell C are presented below in Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18. Shear strain 

was not investigated for cell C. 

 
Figure 6.17. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell C overall. 
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Figure 6.18. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell C close up. 

 

Cell D, located by one of the corner edges, presents small values of strain compared to the 

values experienced during the uniaxial testing, as seen in Figure 6.19. Close-up top views of the 

corner cell being studied are presented at several instances of the forming process. The smaller 

strain values experienced by cell D incite the evaluation of the free edge effects on the core for the 

R50-transverse simulation. Free edge effects arise due to the change of elastic properties through 

a boundary which produces a three-dimensional state of stress that decays quickly through the 

boundary [73]. In order to evaluate the depth of the free edge effects, a study was conducted on 

how the strains vary through the width and length of the panel on the cells indicated in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.19. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell D. 

 

A study on the influence of free edge effects on the strain behavior of the core was 

conducted by plotting longitudinal and transverse strains at times of interest along the ribbon and 

transverse directions. Several cells were picked along the lines of interest, as indicated in Figure 

6.6, and the values of longitudinal (εr) and transverse (εw) strains were recorded for each cell at 

each time specified in Figure 6.20. The times of interest, presented in Figure 6.20, were selected 

based on the overall behavior of the panel. T1 corresponds to a time early in the simulation. T2 

corresponds to the time that the anti-clastic bending stops. T3 is the time at which the initial 

catastrophic failure of the panel occurs. Presented in Figure 6.21 are the longitudinal and transverse 

strain values plotted along the respective longitudinal or transverse global distance of the panel for 

each time of interest. 
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Figure 6.20. R50-Transverse edge effects – Overall panel views at investigated times T1 (top 

left), T2 (top right), and T3 (bottom middle). 
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Figure 6.21. R50-Transverse edge effects – Graphical results. 

 

The free edge effects’ results for the R50-transverse oriented simulation plotted above 

show that both longitudinal and transverse strains maintain similar magnitudes along the transverse 

direction, as seen on the graphs on the right side of Figure 6.21. However, both strain magnitudes 

for all the times investigated decrease along the ribbon direction of the panel as the cell investigated 

gets closer to the edge. Thus, for the simulation formed at 1270mm (50 in.) radius with the 

transverse direction oriented along the symmetry plane, the free edge effects are negligible along 

the transverse direction but are important along the ribbon direction. 

The displacement of the male tool is plotted against the contact force between the core and 

the male tool in Figure 6.22. The load is extracted through the RCFORC database that outputs the 

resultant force on the contact interface. The transition points between phases of the forming 

process are indicated by marking the time when the anti-clastic bending stops, the instance when 

the initial failure occurs, and the time at which forming is completed.  
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Figure 6.22. Load vs. displacement plot for the R50-Transverse simulation. 

 

The load increases rapidly in the last stages of the forming simulation approaching a 

vertical asymptote at the displacement that represents the full forming. As the core is pushed to 

being fully formed, the force between the male tool and core picks up due to the biaxial 

tension/compression state experienced by the convex/concave sides of the panel. The vertical axis 

is cut on the graph of Figure 6.22, leaving the instance of full forming out of the picture, so that 

the significant transition from anti-clastic bending to the actual forming of the panel can be 

appreciated. The instance at which initial failure of the core occurs disturbs the shape of the load 

vs. displacement curve. High shear strains on the cells generate areas of shear instability on the 

core panel that lead to failure and that stiffens the core as seen by the load incrementing at failure 

in Figure 6.22. 
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6.2.4. R50-Ribbon 

The R50-ribbon simulation investigated forming of the 30×40 cell honeycomb core over a 

1270mm (50 in.) female tooling with the ribbon direction oriented along the symmetry plane. 

Similar to the R50-transverse simulation, catastrophic failure occurred before the core was 

completely formed, as seen in Figure 6.23, due to high shear strains. Failure of the panel was 

extensive and affected the complete thickness of the core. The failure propagated around the area 

where it first originated and symmetrically throughout the panel following an inclined angle, as 

presented in Figure 6.24. By the time the core was completely formed and in full contact with the 

tooling, depicted in Figure 6.25, the panel had undergone extensive and catastrophic failure. 

 
Figure 6.23. Failure initiation during R50-Ribbon forming simulation. 
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Figure 6.24. Map of core cell failures during forming - R50-Ribbon. 
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Figure 6.25. Map of core cell failures at complete forming - R50-Ribbon. 

The energy balance plot depicted in Figure 6.26 shows that the hourglass energy was within 

reasonable limits (<10% of the total energy [62]) 

 
Figure 6.26. Energy balance - R50-Ribbon. 
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Failure initiated on the adhesive bonding and later propagated to the cell wall. The small 

forming radius creates produces more bending stress on the core, facilitating debonding of the cell 

wall and adhesive. Shear strains reached high values for the R50-ribbon simulation, causing the 

catastrophic failure presented above. The ratio of longitudinal and transverse strain was examined 

for the selected cells. The core formed over the 1270mm (50 in.) radius tool and with the ribbon 

direction oriented along the symmetry plane failed catastrophically before reaching full forming. 

The initial failure occurred as the core was pushed out of the saddle-shaped configuration and 

developed rapidly through the structure until complete contact with the tooling was achieved. The 

longitudinal-to-transverse strain ratio originally followed the curved obtained for the unit cell 

model, but as the failure occurred it deviated abruptly from it. For a better understanding of the 

mechanical behavior of the core during the R50-ribbon forming simulation, the cells indicated in 

Figure 6.5 were investigated and the results are presented to follow. 

Figure 6.27 presents the Poisson’s effects plot over the strain limits seen for the uniaxial 

loading cases for an overview of the plot providing times of interest and pictures of the overall 

panel for cell A. Figure 6.28 presents a closer view of the plotline along with instances of the 

deformation state of cell A at each time of interest. The deformations of a cell on the bottom convex 

side and the top concave side of the panel are of similar magnitudes, thus only a top view is 

provided for simplicity of presenting the data. In addition to providing instances of the investigated 

cell and core at times of interest considering the plotline for cell A, the same overall characteristic 

time instances as already explained in section 6.2.3 are indicated on the plots below. 
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Figure 6.27. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell A overall. 

 

 
Figure 6.28. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell A close-up. 
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Figure 6.29 below presents the shear strain plot for cell A along with instances picturing 

the cell deformation on a top view at the times of interest. The times indicated on the Poisson’s 

effects plot are also indicated on the shear strain graph. 

 
Figure 6.29. Shear strain plot for the R50-Ribbon simulation – Cell A. 

 

In a similar way as presented for cell A, equal plots (Figure 6.30 - Figure 6.32) are 

documented below for cell B. 
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Figure 6.30. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell B overall. 

 

 
Figure 6.31. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell B close up. 
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Figure 6.32. Shear strain plot for the R50-Ribbon simulation – Cell B. 

 

Poisson’s effects on cell C are presented below in Figure 6.33 and Figure 6.34. The shear 

strain was not investigated for cell C. 

 
Figure 6.33. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell C overall. 
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Figure 6.34. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell C close up. 

 

Cell D, located by one of the corner edges, presents small values of strain compared to the 

values experienced during the uniaxial testing, as seen in Figure 6.35. Close-up top views of the 

corner cell being studied are presented at several instances of the forming process. The pictures 

show that the edge cell does not undergo high strains until failure occurs in a neighboring cell that 

excites the strain behavior of cell D. The smaller strain values experienced by cell D incite the 

evaluation of the free edge effects on the core for the R50-ribbon simulation. In order to evaluate 

the depth of the free edge effects, a study was conducted on how the strains vary through the width 

and length of the panel on the cells indicated in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.35. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R50-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell D. 

 

A study on the influence of free edge effects on the strain behavior of the core was 

conducted in a similar manner as for the R50-transverse case. The times of interest, presented in 

Figure 6.36 were selected based on the overall behavior of the panel. T1 corresponds to a time 

early in the simulation. T2 corresponds to the time that the anti-clastic bending stops. T3 is the 

time at which the initial failure of the panel occurs. Presented in Figure 6.37 are the longitudinal 

and transverse strain values plotted along the respective longitudinal or transverse global distance 

of the panel for each time of interest. 
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Figure 6.36. R50-Ribbon edge effects – Overall panel views at investigated times T1 (top left), 

T2 (top right), and T3 (bottom middle). 
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Figure 6.37. R50-Ribbon edge effects – Graphical results. 

 

The free edge effects’ results for the R50 ribbon-oriented simulation plotted above show 

that both longitudinal and transverse strains maintain similar magnitudes along the ribbon 

direction, as seen on the graphs on the left side of Figure 6.37. However, both strain magnitudes 

for all the times investigated decrease along the transverse direction of the panel as the cell 

investigated gets closer to the edge. Thus, the R50-ribbon simulation only presented substantial 

free edge effects along the transverse direction of the panel. Comparing these results to the edge 

effects’ results for the R50-transverse forming case, it can be inferred that free edge effects are 

only substantial along the direction perpendicular to the panel’s orientation direction along the 

symmetry plane. 

The displacement of the male tool is plotted against the contact force between the core and 

the male tool in Figure 6.38 for the R50-ribbon simulation in a similar manner as presented for the 

R50-transverse case. The same analysis as done for the R50-transverse case applies as well for the 

load versus displacement results of the R50-ribbon simulation. The load picks up rapidly after the 
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anti-clastic bending stops and as the core approaches the fully formed state due to the biaxial 

tension/compression state of stress of the convex/concave sides of the core panel 

 
Figure 6.38. Load vs. displacement plot for the R50-Ribbon simulation. 

 

6.2.5. R75-Transverse 

The R75-transverse simulation investigated forming of the 30×40 cell honeycomb core 

over a 1905mm (75 in.) female tooling with the transverse direction oriented along the symmetry 

plane. Significant failure occurred before the core was completely formed, as seen in Figure 6.39. 

The complete thickness of the core was affected during the failure, with elements failing similarly 

on both concave and convex sides of the panel. Figure 6.40 provides top and isometric views of 

the core fully formed where the failure through the thickness of the core can be noticed. The failure 

was localized in a couple of areas around the center of the panel.  
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Figure 6.39. Failure initiation during R75-Transverse forming simulation. 
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Figure 6.40. Map of core cell failures at complete forming - R75-Transverse. 

 

The energy balance plot depicted in Figure 6.41 shows that the hourglass energy was within 

reasonable limits (<10% of the total energy [62]) 

 
Figure 6.41. Energy balance - R75-Transverse. 
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Failure of the cell wall caused significant damage to the core. The high shearing strains 

due to bending of the panel originated the cell wall failure. The saddle-shaped deformation 

occurring on the transversely oriented simulation is not very pronounced due to the transverse 

direction being stiffer than the ribbon direction as seen in section 5.2.2. Initial Poisson’s effects of 

the core cells resemble the ones seen in previous chapters under uniaxial simple loadings. The 

strain ratio curves follow the unit cell’s until reaching an instability state that excites the Poisson’s 

effects until failure or full forming occurs. For a better understanding of the mechanical behavior 

of the core during the R75-ribbon forming simulation, the cells indicated in Figure 6.5 were 

investigated and the results are presented to follow. 

Figure 6.42 presents the Poisson’s effects plot over the strain limits seen for the uniaxial 

loading cases for an overview of the plot providing times of interest and pictures of the overall 

panel for cell A. Figure 6.43 presents a closer view of the plotline along with instances of the 

deformation state of cell A at each time of interest. The deformations of a cell on the bottom convex 

side and on the top concave side of the panel are of similar magnitudes, thus only a top view is 

provided for simplicity of data presentation. In addition to providing instances of the investigated 

cell and core at times of interest considering the plotline for cell A, the same overall characteristic 

time instances as already explained in section 6.2.3 are indicated on the plots below. 
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Figure 6.42. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell A overall. 

 

 
Figure 6.43 Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Transverse Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell A close-up. 
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 Figure 6.44 presents the shear strain plot for cell A along with instances picturing the cell 

deformation on a top view at the times of interest. The times indicated on the Poisson’s effects 

plots of cell A are also indicated on the shear strain graph. 

 
Figure 6.44. Shear strain plot for the R75-Transverse simulation – Cell A. 

 

Similar to the results presented above for cell A, Poisson’s effects (Figure 6.45 and Figure 

6.46) and shear strain (Figure 6.47) plots are documented below for cell B. 
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Figure 6.45. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell B overall. 

 

 
Figure 6.46. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell B close up. 
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Figure 6.47. Shear strain plot for the R75-Transverse simulation – Cell B. 

 

Poisson’s effects on cell C are presented below in Figure 6.48 and Figure 6.49. The shear 

strain was not investigated for cell C. 

 
Figure 6.48. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell C overall. 
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Figure 6.49. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell C close up. 

 

Cell D, located by one of the corner edges, presents small values of strain compared to the 

values experienced during the uniaxial testing, as seen in Figure 6.50. A close-up top view of the 

corner cell being studied is presented and less deformation is observed compared to the other cells 

studied towards the center of the core. Free edge effects, as explained in section 6.2.3, affect the 

strain behavior along the boundary. In order to evaluate the depth of the free edge effects, strain 

variation was studied through the width and length of the panel on the cells indicated in Figure 

6.6. 
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Figure 6.50. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell D. 

 

A study on the influence of free edge effects on the strain behavior of the core was 

conducted in the same manner as for the 1270mm (50 in.) radius simulations. Several cells were 

picked along the lines of interest, as indicated in Figure 6.6, and the values of longitudinal (εr) and 

transverse (εw) strains were recorded for each cell at each time specified in Figure 6.51. The times 

of interest were selected based on the overall behavior of the panel. T1 corresponds to the time 

that the anti-clastic bending stops. T3 is the time at which the initial failure of the panel occurs. T2 

corresponds to an instance happening halfway in between T1 and T3. Presented in Figure 6.52 are 

the longitudinal and transverse strain values plotted along the respective longitudinal or transverse 

global distance of the panel for each time of interest. 
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Figure 6.51. R75-Transverse edge effects – Overall panel views at investigated times T1 (top 

left), T2 (top right), and T3 (bottom middle). 
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Figure 6.52. R75-Transverse edge effects – Graphical results. 

 

The free edge effects’ results for the R75-transverse-oriented simulation plotted above 

show that both longitudinal and transverse strains maintain similar magnitudes along the transverse 

direction, as seen on the graphs on the right side of Figure 6.52. However, both strain magnitudes 

for all the times investigated decrease along the ribbon direction of the panel as the cell investigated 

gets closer to the edge. Thus, for the simulation formed at 1905mm (75 in.) radius with the 

transverse direction oriented along the symmetry plane, the free edge effects are negligible along 

the transverse direction but are important along the ribbon direction.  

The displacement of the male tool is plotted against the contact force between the core and 

the male tool in Figure 6.53 for the R75-transverse simulation in a similar manner as presented for 

the R50-radius cases. The load picks up rapidly after the anti-clastic bending stops and as the core 

approaches the fully formed state due to the biaxial tension/compression state of stress of the 
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convex/concave sides of the core panel. Failure of the panel does not affect the shape of the curve 

as damage starts later on as the core is almost fully formed. 

 
Figure 6.53. Load vs. displacement plot for the R75-Transverse simulation. 

 

6.2.6. R75-Ribbon 

The R75-ribbon simulation investigated forming of the 30×40 cell honeycomb core over a 

1905mm (75 in.) female tooling with the ribbon direction oriented along the symmetry plane. 

Substantial failure occurred before the core was completely formed, as seen in Figure 6.54, due to 

high shear strains. Figure 6.54 presents a top and a close view of the cells undergoing failure due 

to shearing. The progressive failure happened along the axis perpendicular to the symmetry wall 

running along the center of the panel, as seen in Figure 6.55 which presents the core fully formed. 

The failure occurred throughout the thickness of the core, affecting both concave and convex sides 

of the panel. In the pictures below, which present failure of the core (Figure 6.54) and complete 
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forming of the already damaged panel (Figure 6.55), substantial shearing instability is observed. 

Once the core has undergone substantial failure, the stress distribution is lost in the area 

surrounding the damage, as seen in Figure 6.55. The high shearing prevails on cells far from the 

damaged areas as the load distribution remains unaffected. 

 
Figure 6.54. Failure initiation during R75-Ribbon forming simulation. 
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Figure 6.55. Map of core cell failures at complete forming - R75-Ribbon. 

 

The energy balance plot depicted in Figure 6.56 shows that the hourglass energy was within 

reasonable limits (<10% of the total energy [62]) 
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Figure 6.56. Energy balance - R75-Ribbon. 

 

Failure of the cell wall was the dominant failure mode on the R75-ribbon simulation. The 

high shearing strains due to bending of the panel led to the initial failure of the cells. The ratio of 

longitudinal and transverse strain was examined for the selected cells indicated in Figure 6.5. The 

shear strain was also investigated for the two centermost cells examined. In general terms, the core 

experiences compression of the concave side and tension on the convex side during the forming 

process. The geometrical characteristics of the core induce a saddle-shaped behavior as the core 

bends, which complicates the response of the structure. Initial Poisson’s effects of the core cells 

resemble the ones seen in previous chapters under uniaxial simple loadings. The strain ratio curves 

follow the unit cell’s until reaching an instability state that excites the Poisson’s effects until failure 

or full forming occurs. 

Figure 6.57 presents the Poisson’s effects plot over the strain limits seen for the uniaxial 

loading cases for an overview of the plot providing times of interest and pictures of the overall 

panel for cell A. Figure 6.58 presents a closer view of the plotline along with instances of the 

deformation state of cell A at each time of interest. The deformation of the cell on the bottom 

convex side of the panel is of similar magnitude as the one presented on the concave side, thus 
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only a top view is provided for simplicity of presenting the data. In addition to providing instances 

of the investigated cell and core at times of interest considering the plotline for cell A, the same 

overall characteristic time instances as already explained in section 6.2.3 are indicated on the plots 

below. 

 

Figure 6.57. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell A overall. 
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Figure 6.58. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell A close-up. 

 

Figure 6.59 below presents the shear strain plot for cell A along with instances picturing 

the cell deformation on a top view at the times of interest. The times indicated on the Poisson’s 

effects plots of cell A are also indicated on the corresponding shear strain graph. 

 
Figure 6.59. Shear strain plot for the R75-Ribbon simulation – Cell A. 
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In a similar way as presented for cell A, equivalent plots (Figure 6.60 - Figure 6.62) are 

documented below for cell B. 

 
Figure 6.60. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell B overall. 

 

 
Figure 6.61. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell B close up. 
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Figure 6.62. Shear strain plot for the R75-Ribbon simulation – Cell B. 

 

 Poisson’s effects on cell C are presented below in Figure 6.63 and Figure 6.64. The shear 

strain was not investigated for cell C. 

 
Figure 6.63. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell C overall. 
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Figure 6.64. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell C close up. 

 

Cell D, located by one of the corner edges, presents small values of strain compared to the 

values experienced during the uniaxial testing, as seen in Figure 6.65. A close-up top view of the 

corner cell being studied is presented and no visible deformation is observed. In order to evaluate 

the depth of the free edge effects, a study was conducted on how the strains vary through the width 

and length of the panel on the cells indicated in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.65. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R75-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell D. 

 

A study on the influence of free edge effects on the strain behavior of the core was 

conducted in a similar manner as for the R50-ribbon case. The times of interest, presented in Figure 

6.66, were selected based on the overall behavior of the panel. T1 corresponds to the time that the 

anti-clastic bending stops. T3 is the time at which the initial failure of the panel occurs. T2 

corresponds to an instance happening exactly between T1 and T3. Presented in Figure 6.67 are the 

longitudinal and transverse strain values plotted along the respective longitudinal or transverse 

global distance of the panel for each time of interest. 
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Figure 6.66. R75-Ribbon edge effects – Overall panel views at investigated times T1 (top left), 

T2 (top right), and T3 (bottom middle). 
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Figure 6.67. R75-Ribbon edge effects – Graphical results. 

 

The free edge effects’ results for the R75 ribbon-oriented simulation plotted above show 

that both longitudinal and transverse strains maintain similar magnitudes along the ribbon 

direction, as seen on the graphs on the left side of Figure 6.67. However, both strain magnitudes 

for all the times investigated decrease along the transverse direction of the panel as the cell 

investigated gets closer to the edge. Thus, for the simulation formed at 1905mm (75 in.) radius 

with the ribbon direction oriented along the symmetry plane, the free edge effects are negligible 

along the ribbon direction but are important along the transverse direction. 

The displacement of the male tool is plotted against the contact force between the core and 

the male tool in Figure 6.68 for the R75-ribbon simulation in a similar manner as presented for the 

previous cases studied. The load picks up rapidly after the anti-clastic bending stops and as the 

core approaches the fully formed state due to the biaxial tension/compression state of stress of the 
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convex/concave sides of the core panel. Failure of the panel does not affect the shape of the curve 

as damage starts later on as the core is almost fully formed. 

 
Figure 6.68. Load vs. displacement plot for the R75-Ribbon simulation. 

 

6.2.7. R100–Transverse 

The R100-transverse simulation investigated forming of the 30×40 cell honeycomb core 

over a 2540mm (100 in.) female tooling with the transverse direction oriented along the symmetry 

plane. No failure was observed when the core was completely formed, as seen in Figure 6.69.  
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Figure 6.69. Undamaged core at complete forming - R100-Transverse. 

 

Even though no visible damage occurred on neither the cell wall ribbon nor the adhesive 

layer, the effective strain of the elements was checked to evaluate how close the core was to 

undergoing failure. Contour plots of the effective strain experienced by the adhesive elements and 

cell wall elements are provided in Figure 6.70 and Figure 6.71 respectively. Table 22 compares 

the effective failure strain values defined for the adhesive and cell wall (core) materials and the 

maximum values experiences by the respective elements at the instance that the core panel is fully 

formed over the 2540mm (100 in.) oriented along the transverse direction. A percentage 
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comparison is provided as well in Table 22 to understand how the strain state of the elements 

experiencing the higher deformations compares to the effective strain failure value established. 

 

Figure 6.70. Effective strain contour plot of the adhesive elements at complete forming - R100-

Transverse. 

 

 

Figure 6.71. Effective strain contour plot of the cell wall elements at complete forming - R100-

Transverse. 
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Table 22. Comparison of Effective Strain Failure Values and Maximum Effective Strain Values 

Experienced at Forming for Cell Wall and Adhesive Elements – R100-Transverse. 

 

The energy balance plot depicted in Figure 6.72 shows that the hourglass energy was within 

reasonable limits (<10% of the total energy [62]) 

 
Figure 6.72. Energy balance – R100-Transverse. 

 

The ratio of longitudinal and transverse strain was examined for the selected cells. As seen 

in the previous simulations, the core experiences compression on the concave side and tension on 

the convex side. Initially, the core responds to the forming process by bending into a saddle shape 

which then complicates the response when the core is pushed into adapting to the cylindrical shape 

of the tooling. Initial Poisson’s effects of the core cells resemble the ones seen in previous chapters 

under uniaxial simple loadings. The strain ratio curves follow the unit cell’s until reaching an 

instability state produced by the significant shearing deformation that the cells experience. For a 

better understanding of the mechanical behavior of the core during the R100-transverse forming 

Material 
Effective 

Failure Strain 

Maximum Effective 

Strain at Forming 

Maximum % of Effective 

Strain at Forming 

Cell Wall (Core) 0.0125 0.0091 72.5% 

Adhesive 0.0124 0.0112 90.4% 
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simulation, the cells indicated in Figure 6.4Figure 6.5 were investigated and the results are 

presented to follow. 

Figure 6.73 presents the Poisson’s effects plot over the strain limits seen for the uniaxial 

loading cases for an overview of the plot providing times of interest and pictures of the overall 

panel for cell A. Figure 6.74 presents a closer view of the plotline along with instances of the 

deformation state of cell A at each time of interest. The close-up pictures of the deformed cell at 

each time of interest are taken from a top view from the concave side of the panel. The deformation 

of the cell on the bottom convex side of the panel is of similar magnitude as the one presented on 

the concave side, thus only a top view is provided for simplicity of data presentation. In addition 

to providing instances of the investigated cell and core at times of interest considering the plotline 

for cell A, the same overall characteristic time instances as already explained in section 6.2.3 are 

indicated on the plots below. 

 
Figure 6.73. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell A overall. 
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Figure 6.74. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell A close-up. 

 

Figure 6.75 below presents the shear strain plot for cell A along with instances picturing 

the cell deformation on a top view at the times of interest. The times indicated on the Poisson’s 

effects plot are also indicated on the shear strain graph. Since the shear strains were maintained at 

lower values, the core did not experience failure during the forming process.  

 
Figure 6.75. Shear strain plot for the R100-Transverse simulation – Cell A. 
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Similarly as presented for cell A, equivalent Poisson’s effects (Figure 6.76 and Figure 6.77) 

and shear strain (Figure 6.78) graphs are documented below for cell B. 

 
Figure 6.76. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell B overall. 

 

 
Figure 6.77. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell B close up. 
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Figure 6.78. Shear strain plot for the R100-Transverse simulation – Cell B. 

 

Poisson’s effects on cell C are presented below in Figure 6.79 and Figure 6.80. The shear 

strain was not investigated for cell C. 

 
Figure 6.79. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell C overall. 
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Figure 6.80. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell C close up. 

 

Cell D, located by one of the corner edges, presents smaller values of strain than the other 

cells investigated as seen in Figure 6.81. However, if compared to the R75-transverse simulation, 

cell D for the simulation formed over the 2540mm (100 in.) tool experiences unstable strains 

towards the end of the process. It is of interest to investigate free edge effects for this simulation 

case and compare them to the other ribbon-oriented cases. 
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Figure 6.81. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Transverse Poisson’s 

effects study – Cell D. 

 

A study on the influence of free edge effects on the strain behavior of the core was 

conducted in a similar manner as for the previously studied transverse-oriented simulations. The 

times of interest were selected based on the overall behavior of the panel. T1 corresponds to the 

time that the anti-clastic bending stops. T3 is the time at which full forming occurs. T2 corresponds 

to an instance happening halfway between T1 and T3. Presented in Figure 6.83 are the longitudinal 

and transverse strain values plotted along the respective longitudinal or transverse global distance 

of the panel for each time of interest. 
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Figure 6.82. R100-Transverse edge effects – Overall panel views at investigated times T1 (top 

left), T2 (top right), and T3 (bottom middle). 

 

 
Figure 6.83. R100-Transverse edge effects – Graphical results. 
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The free edge effects’ results for the 2540mm (100 in.) transverse-oriented simulation 

plotted above show that, similar to the previous transverse-oriented cases studied, both 

longitudinal and transverse strains maintain similar magnitudes along the transverse direction, as 

seen on the graphs on the right side of Figure 6.83. However, both strain magnitudes for all the 

times investigated decrease along the ribbon direction of the panel as the cell investigated gets 

closer to the edge. Thus, for the simulation formed at 2540mm (100 in.) radius with the transverse 

direction oriented along the symmetry plane, the free edge effects are negligible along the 

transverse direction but are important along the ribbon direction. 

The displacement of the male tool is plotted against the contact force between the core and 

the male tool in Figure 6.84 for the R100-transverse simulation in a similar manner as presented 

for the previous cases studied. The load picks up rapidly after the anti-clastic bending stops and as 

the core approaches the fully formed state due to the biaxial tension/compression state of stress of 

the convex/concave sides of the core panel.  
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Figure 6.84. Load vs. displacement plot for the R100-Transverse simulation. 

 

6.2.8. R100–Ribbon 

The R100-ribbon simulation investigated forming of the 30×40 cell honeycomb core over 

a 2540mm (100 in.) female tooling with the ribbon direction oriented along the symmetry plane. 

No failure occurred before the core was completely formed, as seen in Figure 6.85. Both ribbon 

and adhesive remained intact during the bending simulation. 
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Figure 6.85. Undamaged core at complete forming - R100-Ribbon. 

 

Even though no visible damage occurred on neither the cell wall ribbon nor the adhesive 

layer, the effective strain of the elements was checked to evaluate how close the core was to 

undergoing failure. Contour plots of the effective strain experienced by the adhesive elements and 

cell wall elements are provided in Figure 6.86 and Figure 6.87 respectively. Table 23 compares 

the effective failure strain values defined for the adhesive and cell wall (core) materials and the 

maximum values experiences by the respective elements at the instance that the core panel is fully 

formed over the 2540mm (100 in.) oriented along the ribbon direction. A percentage comparison 

is provided as well in Table 23 to understand how the strain state of the elements experiencing the 

higher deformations compares to the effective strain failure value established. 
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Figure 6.86. Effective strain contour plot of the adhesive elements at complete forming - R100-

Ribbon. 

 

 

Figure 6.87. Effective strain contour plot of the cell wall elements at complete forming - R100-

Ribbon. 
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Table 23. Comparison of Effective Strain Failure Values and Maximum Effective Strain Values 

Experienced at Forming for Cell Wall and Adhesive Elements – R100-Ribbon. 

 

The energy balance plot depicted in Figure 6.88 shows that the hourglass energy was within 

reasonable limits (<10% of the total energy [62]) 

 
Figure 6.88. Energy balance – R100-Ribbon. 

 

The ratio of longitudinal and transverse strain was examined for the selected cells. As seen 

in the other forming simulations, the core experiences compression on the concave side and tension 

on the convex side. Initially, the core responds to the forming process by bending into a saddle 

shape which then complicates the response when the core is pushed into adapting to the cylindrical 

shape of the tooling. Initial Poisson’s effects of the core cells resemble the ones seen in previous 

chapters under uniaxial simple loadings. The strain ratio curves follow the unit cell’s until reaching 

a shear instability state. For a better understanding of the mechanical behavior of the core during 

Material 
Effective 

Failure Strain 

Maximum Effective 

Strain at Forming 

Maximum % of Effective 

Strain at Forming 

Cell Wall (Core) 0.0125 0.0108 86.2% 

Adhesive 0.0124 0.0115 93.0% 
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the R100-ribbon forming simulation, the cells indicated in Figure 6.5 were investigated and the 

results are presented to follow. 

Figure 6.89 presents the Poisson’s effects plot over the strain limits seen for the uniaxial 

loading cases for an overview of the plot providing times of interest and pictures of the overall 

panel for cell A. Figure 6.90 presents a closer view of the plotline along with instances of the 

deformation state of cell A at each time of interest. The deformations of a cell on the bottom convex 

side and on the top concave side of the panel are of similar magnitudes, thus only a top view is 

provided for simplicity of presenting data. In addition to providing instances of the investigated 

cell and core at times of interest considering the plotline for cell A, the same overall characteristic 

time instances as already explained in section 6.2.3 are indicated on the plots below. 

 

 
Figure 6.89. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell A overall. 
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Figure 6.90. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell A close-up. 

 

Figure 6.91 below presents the shear strain plot for cell A along with instances picturing 

the cell deformation on a top view at the times of interest. The times indicated on the Poisson’s 

effects plots of cell A are also indicated on the shear strain graph. Since the shear strains were 

maintained at lower values, the core did not experience failure during the forming process.  

 
Figure 6.91. Shear strain plot for the R100-Ribbon simulation – Cell A. 
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 In a similar way as presented for cell A, equal plots (Figure 6.92 - Figure 6.94) are 

documented below for cell B. 

 
Figure 6.92. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell B overall. 

 

 
Figure 6.93. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell B close up. 
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Figure 6.94. Shear strain plot for the R100-Ribbon simulation – Cell B. 

 

Poisson’s effects fon cell C are presented below in Figure 6.95 and Figure 6.96. The shear 

strain was not investigated for cell C. 

 
Figure 6.95. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell C overall. 
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Figure 6.96. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell C close up. 

 

Cell D, located by one of the corner edges, presents smaller values of strain, as appreciated 

in Figure 6.65, than the other cells investigated. However, cell D experiences unstable strains 

towards the end of the process. Such instabilities are more controlled than the ones experienced by 

the other cells investigated for the R100-Transverse simulation. It is of interest to investigate free 

edge effects for this simulation case and compare the to the other ribbon-oriented cases. 
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Figure 6.97. Transverse strain vs. longitudinal strain plot for the R100-Ribbon Poisson’s effects 

study – Cell D. 

 

A study on the influence of free edge effects on the strain behavior of the core was 

conducted by plotting longitudinal and transverse strains at times of interest along the ribbon and 

transverse directions. Several cells were picked along the lines of interest, as indicated in Figure 

6.7, and the values of longitudinal (εr) and transverse (εw) strains were recorded for each cell at 

each time specified in Figure 6.98. The times of interest were selected based on the overall 

behavior of the panel. T1 corresponds to the time that the anti-clastic bending stops. T3 is the time 

at which full forming occurs. T2 corresponds to an instance happening exactly between T1 and 

T3. Presented in Figure 6.99 are the longitudinal and transverse strain values plotted along the 

respective longitudinal or transverse global distance of the panel for each time of interest. 
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Figure 6.98. R100-Ribbon edge effects – Overall panel views at investigated times T1 (top left), 

T2 (top right), and T3 (bottom middle). 
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Figure 6.99. R100-Ribbon edge effects – Graphical results. 

 

The free edge effects’ results for the R100-ribbon-oriented simulation plotted above show 

that similar to the R75-ribbon case, both longitudinal and transverse strains maintain comparable 

magnitudes along the ribbon direction, as seen on the graphs on the left side of Figure 6.99. 

However, both strain magnitudes for all the times investigated decrease along the transverse 

direction of the panel as the cell investigated gets closer to the edge. Thus, for the simulation 

formed at 2540mm (100 in.) radius with the ribbon direction oriented along the symmetry plane, 

the free edge effects are negligible along the ribbon direction but are important along the transverse 

direction. 

The displacement of the male tool is plotted against the contact force between the core and 

the male tool in Figure 6.100 for the R100-ribbon simulation in a similar manner as presented for 

the previous cases studied. The load picks up rapidly after the anti-clastic bending stops and as the 
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core approaches the fully formed state due to the biaxial tension/compression state of stress of the 

convex/concave sides of the core panel.  

 
Figure 6.100. Load vs. displacement plot for the R100-Ribbon simulation. 
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CHAPTER 7 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

 

 

The presented work explains the creation process of a multi-cell complete hexagonal 

honeycomb core FEM that captures all details of the cell geometry while maintaining reasonable 

computational cost. The 30×40 cell model, for which in-plane properties were first validated using 

both a unit cell and a smaller multi-cell model, predicts forming limits of the specific 

fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb studied. 

A Building Block Approach was followed throughout this research work to create a final 

multi-cell honeycomb core sheet that can predict accurate behavior while maintaining element 

count at a minimum to save computational cost. Mesh sensitivity analyses were done at the 

material validation level and then reevaluated at the unit-cell model level to keep element size at 

a maximum without compromising the FEM results. 

The uniaxial in-plane behavior of the unit cell and the 10×10 cell models matched the 

experimental data available. Both unit and 10×10 cell models can capture the orthotropic non-

linear in-plane behavior, and failure modes characteristic of the core studied. Results agreed with 

experimental data and previous numerical data while using a considerably lower element count 

per unit thickness. The unit cell and the multi-cell in-plane results investigated in sections 5.1 and 

5.2 agree. Ribbon fracture was the most notorious cause of failure for the ribbon tension and 

transverse compression simulations. Debonding of the adhesive was the primary failure mode for 

the transverse tension tests, while a combination of debonding and ribbon fracture cause 

catastrophic failure for the ribbon compression simulations.  
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The forming process of the specific core was examined by simulating the bending of a 

30×40 cell core model over a female-male cylindrical tool of three different radii – 1270, 1905, 

and 2540 mm (50, 75, and 100 in.). For each radius, two orientations of the core were studied: one 

with the ribbon direction oriented over the symmetry plane and the other one with the transverse 

direction running along the symmetry wall. All simulations were investigated until full forming of 

the core was achieved by assuring that both concave and convex sides of the core were in full 

contact with the tooling.  

Both ribbon and transverse-oriented bending simulations failed catastrophically before the 

core was fully formed when forming over the 1270mm (50 in.) radius tool. Failure initiated shortly 

after the anti-clastic bending stage had ended. Failure initiated on the cell wall due to high shearing 

strains for the ribbon-oriented case. Node bond failure initiated the damage of the core panel for 

the transverse-oriented simulation as the transverse direction is stiffer under uniaxial tension, 

experienced by the concave side of the core during the anti-clastic bending. The two simulations 

formed over the 1905mm (75 in.) tool failed before the core was fully formed. Failure was 

substantial but not catastrophic as for the 1270mm (50 in.) cases. Failure initiation was similar to 

the 1270mm (50 in.) simulations, with cell wall experiencing damage first for the ribbon-oriented 

case and debonding of adhesive for the transverse-oriented simulation.  

The 2540mm (100 in.) radius forming simulations did not experience any failure before 

the core was fully formed and in complete contact with the cylindrical tool. The effective strain 

experienced at the moment of full forming by the adhesive solid elements and by the cell wall shell 

elements was investigated to understand how close the panels were to undergoing failure. As 

expected, both adhesive and cell wall elements did not experience higher strain values than the 

effective failure strain criteria established. Even though both core panels formed over the 2540mm 
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(100 in.) radius tool remain undamaged, both adhesive and cell wall elements reached high 

percentages of strain when comparing the maximum effective strain at forming and the effective 

failure strain values established for the materials, as presented in Table 22 and Table 23. 

Both fracture of the cell walls and debonding of the adhesive occurred in the simulations 

formed over the 1270mm (50 in.) and 1905mm (75 in.) tools due to the high strains experienced 

by cells located towards the center of the panels after the transition from anti-clastic bending to 

the actual cylindrical forming. The core panel is forced out of the saddle-shaped configuration to 

bend into the tool radius, which induces a state of biaxial tension or compression that leads to the 

center cells experiencing high strain levels. 

The core deforms into a saddle shape at the beginning of the bending process when the 

core panel moves downwards but is barely bent, inducing tension along the bowed-out concave or 

top side of the panel and compression along the bowed-in convex (or bottom) side of the core. The 

core deforms in this anti-clastic fashion due to the dominant Poisson’s effects of the cellular 

structure. As the sides of the panel by the symmetry wall get in contact with the bottom tool, the 

core transitions from the main anti-clastic bending to the actual cylindrical bending as the tool 

pushes the core to form to the specific radius. This is when the core experiences the highest strains 

as the cylindrical bending naturally induces compression on the concave side and tension on the 

convex side along the y-direction. On top of the natural loading induced by the cylindrical bending, 

the core gets pushed out of the saddle shape inducing compression of the bowed out concave side 

and tension of the bowed-in convex side along the z-direction, as seen in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1. Biaxial tension/compression state of stress for forming transverse-oriented cases. 

 

The same scenario applies to the ribbon-oriented tests. The only difference that arises due 

to changing the panel's orientation is that the cells experience the loading scenarios caused by the 

cylindrical bending and the anti-clastic behavior the other way around. The ribbon-oriented cases 

have the anti-clastic behavior affecting the cells along the ribbon direction and the cylindrical 

bending stresses acting along the transverse direction, as presented in Figure 7.2. The opposite 

situation happens for the transverse-oriented test previously explained.  
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Figure 7.2. Biaxial tension/compression state of stress for forming ribbon-oriented cases. 

 

By observing the failure occurrence on the damaged cores, one can conclude that the high 

shearing deformation is causing the damage. Once failure occurs, the load transfer gets interrupted 

on the core panels; thus, the strain values (both uniaxial and shear) for any cell after the failure 

event has taken place have little representative worth. However, the Poisson’s effects graph 

depicted in Figure 7.3 below shows that the centermost cell studied for the 1270mm (50 in.) and 

1905mm (75 in.) radius simulations reaches higher uniaxial strain values before failure occurs than 

for the 2540mm (100 in.) radius cases. Figure 7.4, which compares the shear strain experienced 

for the same centermost cell A, shows that the cell experiences shear instability issues as failure 

occurs for the 1270mm (50 in.) and 1905mm (75 in.) cases. 
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Figure 7.3. Poisson’s effects comparison for forming simulations - Cell A. 

 

 

Figure 7.4. Shear strain comparison for forming simulations - Cell A. 

 

The conclusion drawn from the free edge effects study is that, comparing the two core 

panel orientations investigated (ribbon and transverse) with respect to the symmetry wall, free 
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edge effects are only substantial along the direction perpendicular to the panel’s orientation 

direction along the symmetry plane. Thus, ribbon-oriented simulations present insignificant effects 

along the ribbon direction. Similarly, the transverse-oriented simulations do not present a 

significant decrease in the strains when approaching the edge of the panel along the transverse 

direction. However, both transverse and ribbon strain magnitudes decreased significantly as the 

cell investigated approached the edge along the transverse direction for the ribbon-oriented cases 

and along the ribbon direction for the transverse-oriented simulations. 

The displacement of the male tool versus the load experienced through the male tool-to-

core contact is compared for all the forming simulations in Figure 7.5. The end of anti-clastic 

bending, marked on the graph for all the cases, coincides with the instance at which the load picks 

up exponentially. When the deformed core is pushed out of the saddle-shaped stage, the cells 

transition to experiencing biaxial tension on the convex side and biaxial compression on the 

concave side of the panel. Such a stress state stiffens the response of the core as the tooling is 

forcing cylindrical bending onto the panel. 
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Figure 7.5. Load vs displacement comparison for forming simulations. 

 

 The forming simulations developed in this research work use a multi-cell model that 

captures wall curvature, adhesive layer, and adhesive fillet in detail to accurately represent the 

fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb geometry studied. The element number per unit thickness (34 

elements/mm) is considerably lower than other numerical simulations on honeycomb cores found 

in the open literature as presented in Table 1. The model proposed in this research work, which is 

validated to perform successfully under in-plane uniaxial tension and compression and under 

flexural loading uses more than 10 times fewer elements per unit thickness than the revised 

numerical models with the lower normalized element count [9] [26]. The CPU time needed to 

perform the in-plane analysis on the RV model (~ 1 hour) and the 10×10 cell mode (~6.5 hours) 

is quite low considering the accuracy of the results. The CPU time needed for the forming 

simulations, ranging from ~45 to ~150 hours, is extensive but still reasonably low considering the 
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elevated element count and the accuracy of the results. The fine detail representation of the HPR 

core, capturing wall curvature and adhesive fillet realistically, comes with a penalty on the 

computational expenses needed to simulate the forming process, which needs a large multi-cell 

model to replicate the loading conditions. 

The validated large multi-cell numerical model developed in this research work can be 

used to numerically investigate other loading scenarios, like buckling analysis, that need a large 

core panel to apply the loading conditions. In addition, the forming results of the proposed model 

can predict the shape of the deformed cellular core, which can be used to assign effective properties 

to the contorted core to later use in sandwich panel applications. 

To sum up, the following are the overall conclusion statements of this research work: 

• The proposed RV and 10×10 cell models can accurately simulate uniaxial in-plane responses 

and failure modes (ribbon fracture and adhesive debonding) compared to previous 

experimental data of the fiberglass/phenolic hexagonal core. 

• The 30×40 cell core panel fails catastrophically when bent over a 1270mm (50 in.) cylindrical 

tool when oriented in either direction with respect to the symmetry plane. 

o Failure occurs due to high shear strains caused by a state of biaxial tension/compression 

when transitioning from anti-clastic bending to cylindrical forming over a high 

curvature (1270mm radius) tool. 

• The 30×40 cell core panel fails substantially when bent over a 1905mm (75 in.) cylindrical 

tool when oriented in either direction with respect to the symmetry plane. 

o Failure occurs due to high shear strains caused by a state of biaxial tension/compression 

when transitioning from anti-clastic bending to cylindrical forming over a high 

curvature 1905mm radius) tool. 
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• The 30×40 cell core panel remains undamaged when formed over a 2540mm (100 in.) 

cylindrical tool when oriented in either direction with respect to the symmetry plane. 

• Free edge effects are only substantial along the direction perpendicular to the panel’s 

orientation direction along the symmetry plane 

• The end of anti-clastic bending marks the exponential load increase needed to bend the core 

panel. In addition, the transition from the saddle shape deformation to cylindrical forming 

induces stiffening of the core due to the biaxial tension/compression state of stress experienced. 

This research work presents the results from the numerical simulations of forming a 

honeycomb core sheet into a cylindrical shape with outer mold line (OML) radii of 50 inches, 75 

inches, and 100 inches. The detailed honeycomb core model was developed using a building block 

approach using validations at the ribbon, unit cell, and multi-cell levels. The dominant Poisson’s 

effects on the cellular core induce anti-clastic deformation of the structure during the cylindrical 

bending. The combination of anti-clastic and cylindrical bending generates a state of planal biaxial 

tension/compression stress on the cellular structure of the core, which generates high strains that 

cause substantial shearing deformations. For small forming tool radii, the high shearing strains can 

cause the failure of both the cell wall and the adhesive layer of the honeycomb core structure before 

full forming is achieved. The model developed in this work can be used to investigate the following 

issues which could have practical implications on the use of honeycomb core: 

− Defects of the core are present in any real physical core due to uncertainties and errors 

during the manufacturing process. Such defects act as stress concentration areas where 

failure could happen on a perfect core prior to the predicted instance [74]. Breaks on the 

cell wall or imperfect node bonds could cause damage to propagate through the core 

differently and earlier if compared to an ideal perfect core. Introducing imperfections to 
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the numerical forming analysis developed in this research work would be useful for quality 

control purposes. Determining the level of imperfection that a core could have before being 

formed at a specific radius would reduce the cost of the trial and error process by discarding 

imperfect cores that would result in damaged formed panels. 

− Temperature effects are present in most physical forming processes. Generally, forming of 

honeycomb involves heating the panel so that creep occurs during bending and the core 

remains formed after the loading is removed. Even though the core undergoes plastic 

deformation due to the creeping phenomenon, once the loading is removed, cores tend to 

spring back a certain amount and not maintain the desired bending deformation imposed. 

Therefore, temperature dependency must be implemented in the model to be able to study 

creeping and spring back phenomena. 

− Noise reduction septum for high-velocity airflow applications like engine nacelles. 

Introducing the septum to the 30×40 cell model and investigating how it affects the 

formability of the core would add value to acoustic-related research applications. 

The following modifications to the core FEM are recommended to improve the multi-cell 

numerical model of the fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb core studied in this research work: 

− Explore mass scaling to increase the time step. Since the forming simulations are computed 

explicitly, decreasing the time step of the calculation will save on computational expenses. 

− Add delamination definition to the tied contact between the adhesive and the cell wall 

ribbon to capture the interface behavior. This might be challenging to implement since 

measuring the delamination properties is not a straightforward task due to the variability 

of the phenolic properties which depend on the processing conditions. 
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Other tooling shapes should be investigated to expand the forming analysis further. The 

following modifications to the presented tooling are recommended to investigate to expand the 

forming characterization and limits of the studied fiberglass/phenolic honeycomb core: 

− Explore more radii of the same female-male coupling tool. 

− Model the cylindrical tool by means of a rigid male and a malleable mesh-like female tool 

that is pulled over the core and male tool. 

− Investigate spherical tools of different radii. 
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MAIN LS-DYNA CARDS USED THROUGHOUT THE RESEACH 

• Material Cards 

 
Figure A- 1. Cell wall - Part composite card 
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Figure A- 2. Ribbon skin – Main material card 
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Figure A- 3. Ribbon skin – Add erosion material card 
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Figure A- 4. Ribbon core – Main material card 
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Figure A- 5. Ribbon core – Add erosion material card 
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Figure A- 6. Adhesive - Main material card 
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Figure A- 7. Adhesive – Add erosion material card 
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• Contact Cards 

 

 
Figure A- 8. Ribbon to adhesive contact card 
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Figure A- 9. Male to core contact card 
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Figure A- 10. Female to core contact card 
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• Reduced code from R75-Ribbon forming simulation 

*KEYWORD 

$>  

$> Primer17.0 created on: Sun Mar  6 21:43:53 2022 

$> LS-DYNA version: R10.0 

$>  

... 

$$ HM_OUTPUT_DECK created 22:50:57 11-05-2021 by HyperMesh Version 

2019.1.0.20 

$$ Ls-dyna Input Deck Generated by HyperMesh Version  : 2019.1.0.20 

$$ Generated using HyperMesh-Ls-dyna 971_R10.1 Template Version : 

2019.1.0.20 

$> end_saved_comments 

$ 

$ ============= 

$ INCLUDE cards 

$ ============= 

$ 

*INCLUDE 

INCL/Forming_Tool_75.key 

$ 

$ ============= 

$ CONTROL cards 

$ ============= 

$ 

*CONTROL_BULK_VISCOSITY 

       1.5      0.06        -2         0 

*CONTROL_CONTACT 

       0.0       0.0         1         2         1         1         0         

0 

         0         0         0         0       0.0         1         0         

1 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

         1         0         0         0         0         0       0.0 

         0         0         0       0.0       0.0         0       0.0         

0 

         1         0         0         0         0                 0.0         

0 

*CONTROL_ENERGY 

         2         2         2         2 

*CONTROL_HOURGLASS 

         4      0.03 

*CONTROL_SHELL 

       0.0         1         0         0         2         2         0         

0 

       1.0         0         0         0         0 

         0         0         1         0         2       0.0       0.0         

0 

         1         0         0         0         1         0       0.0         

0 

*CONTROL_SOLID 
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         1         0         0         0         0       0.0         0         

0 

*CONTROL_TERMINATION 

       2.2         0       0.0       0.0      0.01         0 

$ ============== 

$ DATABASE cards 

$ ============== 

$ 

*DATABASE_GLSTAT 

     0.005         3         0         1 

*DATABASE_MATSUM 

     0.005         3         0         1 

*DATABASE_RBDOUT 

     0.005         3         0         1 

*DATABASE_RWFORC 

     0.005         3         0         1 

*DATABASE_RCFORC 

     0.005         3         0         1 

*DATABASE_SLEOUT 

     0.005         3         0         1 

*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT 

     0.005         0         0         0         0 

*DATABASE_EXTENT_BINARY 

         0         0         5         1         0         0         0         

0 

         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         

0 

         0         0       0.0         0         0         0                     

         0         0         0 

$ 

$ ==================== 

$ MAT (Material) cards 

$ ==================== 

$ 

*MAT_ELASTIC_TITLE 

Adhesive 

        11    1.2E-6    3790.0      0.38       0.0       0.0       0.0 

*MAT_ADD_EROSION 

        11       0.0       0.0       0.0    0.0124       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

$ 

*MAT_ELASTIC_TITLE 

Ribbon_Skin 

        20    1.2E-6    6620.0      0.22       0.0       0.0       0.0 

*MAT_ADD_EROSION 

        20       0.0       0.0       0.0   0.01875       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

$ 

*MAT_ENHANCED_COMPOSITE_DAMAGE_TITLE 
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Ribbon_Core 

        21    2.5E-6   20600.0   20600.0       0.0      0.17      0.22      

0.22 

    3676.0    2982.0    2982.0       0.0       0.0       0.0         0 

                                     0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

*MAT_ADD_EROSION 

        21       0.0       0.0       0.0    0.0125       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

$ 

*MAT_RIGID_TITLE 

Base 

        22   7.86E-9  196501.0      0.27       0.0       0.0       0.0           

       1.0       7.0       7.0 

         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

$ 

*MAT_RIGID_TITLE 

Pusher 

        23   7.86E-9  196501.0      0.27       0.0       0.0       0.0           

       1.0       5.0       7.0 

         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

$ 

$ ============= 

$ SECTION cards 

$ ============= 

$ 

*SECTION_SOLID 

        10         1         0 

$ 

$ ========== 

$ PART cards 

$ ========== 

$ 

*PART 

$HMNAME COMPS      10Adhesive 

Adhesive 

        10        10        11         0         0         0         0         

0 

$ 

*PART_COMPOSITE 

$HMNAME COMPS      20Wall 

Wall 

        20         20.83333331       0.0       0.0         0         0         

0 

        20   0.04445       0.0         0 

        21    0.0889       0.0         0 

        20   0.04445       0.0         0 
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$ 

$ ========== 

$ NODE cards 

$ ========== 

$ 

*NODE 

   13349      -7.0269232       2.5198178     -0.12697034       0       0 

 ... 

 5954743       21.080765       213.16211      -269.97205       0       0 

$ 

$ 

$ ============= 

$ ELEMENT cards 

$ ============= 

$ 

*ELEMENT_SHELL 

    7726      20   15737   15653   15738   15677 

  ... 

 3545226      20 5921329 5921219 5921330 5921257 

*ELEMENT_SOLID 

    1249      10   24913   24773   24776   24914   24915   24777   24780   

24916 

   ... 

 2327373      10 5832628 5820036 5831513 5833014 5833717 5831544 5831543 

5833716 

$ 

$ ============ 

$ DEFINE cards 

$ ============ 

$ 

*DEFINE_CURVE 

$: 

$: Cross-reference summary for Load-curve 1 

$: ----------------------------------------------- 

$: 

$: Boundary Prescribed Motion <No label>: Velocity vs time 

$: X axis : Time                       (Units: Time) 

$: Y axis : Prescribed velocity        (Units: Velocity) 

$: 

$: Usage: Transient analysis 

$: 

         1         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0         0         

0 

                 0.0                20.0 

                 5.0                20.0 

$ 

$ ============== 

$ BOUNDARY cards 

$ ============== 

$ 

*BOUNDARY_SPC_SET 

       124         0         0         0         1         0         1         

0 
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$ 

$: Cross-reference summary for SET_NODE 124 

$:----------------------------------------- 

$: SPC <No label> 

$ 

*SET_NODE_LIST 

       124       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

     23853     23854     23858     23861     23868     23870     23872     

23874 

     ... 

   3603313   3603315   3603317   3603319   3603321   3603323   3603325   

3603354 

   3603357   3603363   3603364   3623764 

$ 

$ =============== 

$ RIGIDWALL cards 

$ =============== 

$ 

*RIGIDWALL_PLANAR_ID 

         1Mid_Sym                                                                

       120         0         0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0    -200.0       0.0       

0.0 

$ 

$: Cross-reference summary for SET_NODE 120 

$:----------------------------------------- 

$: PLANAR 1 

$ 

*SET_NODE_LIST_TITLE 

Symm_Double 

       120       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

     23853     23854     23858     23861     23868     23870     23872     

23874 

     ... 

   3603357   3603363   3603364   3623764       507       597       598       

599 

       600       601       602       603       604       605       606      

1620 

      1621      1622      1623      1624      1625      1626      1627      

1628 

      1629         1         2         3         4         5         6         

7 

         8         9        10        11      1024      1025      1026      

1027 

      1028      1029      1030      1031      1032      1033 

$ 

$ ============= 

$ CONTACT cards 

$ ============= 

$ 

*CONTACT_TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE_ID 

         2                                                                       
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       250         1         4         2         0         0         1         

1 

       0.3       0.3       0.0       0.0       0.0         0       0.0       

0.0 

       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0       

0.0 

$ 

$ 

$: Cross-reference summary for SET_NODE 250 

$:----------------------------------------- 

$: CONTACT 2 

$ 

*SET_NODE_LIST_TITLE 

CONTACT 

       250       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

     13349     14168     14169     14241     14245     14249     14852     

14853 

... 

   5089414   5089420   5089421   5109821 

$ 

$: Cross-reference summary for SET_PART 3 

$:--------------------------------------- 

$: CONTACT 3 

$: CONTACT 4 

$ 

*SET_PART_LIST_TITLE 

Core 

         3       0.0       0.0       0.0       0.0 

        20        10 

$ 

*END 




